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ABSTRACT

STUDENT SELF-PERCEPTION OF THE BENEFITS OF SERVICE LEARNING IN AN
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
by
Barbara Fuqua
The purpose of this research was to explore the benefits of implementing service learning
projects in an alternative education program serving 80% African American students. The study
attempted to determine if service learning participation influences students’ learning attitude,
learning behaviors and social skills while completing course work in the alternative school
setting. The focus of the research was on middle and high school African American students
attending an alternative education program in rural southeast United States.
The main question that guided this study was: How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning attitude, learning behaviors and social skills in an
alternative education program? The research questions that was explored in order to answer the
larger question were: (1.) How do students perceive that service learning influences students’
learning attitude in an alternative education program? (2.) How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education program? (3.) How
do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social skills in an alternative
education program?
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This narrative case study examined the benefits between the features of service learning
and student willingness to participate in and development during a service learning opportunity
while enrolled in an alternative education program. The sample consisted of eight students,
middle and high school, who were enrolled in the alternative setting for 9-weeks or more. Data in
the form of focus groups, journal reflections, and post-questionnaire were collected over the
course of 9-weeks.
Data analysis revealed an initial liking to service learning activity, despite nervous
feelings and uncertainty. Of the eight students that completed the 9-week period of service
learning, they generally described their experiences as enjoyable and fulfilling personally. There
was a strong relationship between how fulfilling they found this experience to be and their own
perceived benefit for their selves. Students did enjoy the administrative tasks, the socially
engaging encounters and most of all, not getting any behavioral referrals. It was important for
students to feel that their time spent was helpful for them. The data revealed that students
strongly felt that they developed the following personal qualities: patience, gratitude, patience,
confidence, communication and social skills, appreciation of other races, appreciation of school
work/lessons, career direction, and overall self-esteem.
Overall, the findings of this study offer interesting contributions to several ongoing
scholarly discussions in the area of service learning.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
I would like to start my dissertation study with some real life experiences that I
personally encountered. These unforgettable experiences have led me to think through the
process of educating the “at-risk” students who could be as academically successful as many of
their peers. The following real story has strengthened my determination to be a responsible
teacher to help others who are less fortunate.
Day one of the school year starts with community volunteers and board members of the
school district standing at the doors of every school on campus to welcome every student to the
first day of school. At one particular building, there will be only 10 to 20 students that will enter
this area on day one. The first student arrives and she is just complaining out loud to herself.
“Why are these people so happy so early in the morning? I wish they would get out of my face,
with their bad breath!” After the young lady, who is on probation for the third time, enters the
classroom and blurts out, “This is a waste of my f----- time!” The teacher reminds the young lady
that profanity is not tolerated and this is her first warning to refrain from using that inappropriate
language. If she continues, then she will be sent home. The young lady replied, “Send me home,
‘cause being here is a waste of my time. We do all this junk on these raggedy computers and we
aint going need this stuff ever in life.” The other six students, who were already in the classroom
and trying to log on their computers, all agreed with the young lady and began to share their
opinions as well
As a newly hired coordinator of an alternative education program in rural southeast
Georgia, I found it a major tragedy that my students did not understand the necessity and value
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of their education. The most of my students are high school students and will be going out into
the world as young adults with a disconnection of education and the real world.
Presently, I am faced with a challenge of helping these individuals see the importance of
their education before they enter into the adult world. As an educator, I am inclined to
investigating research-based techniques and strategies for the population in which I serve. As an
administrator for our school district, I want to expose our students to various business
establishments in our community and connect the importance, along with the value of education.
The concept of service learning is an intervention for this dilemma.
Many people may view this population of students as a group of dangerous criminals or
thugs who are only one step away from the penitentiary. They are viewed as an unpredictable
threat to society, so they must be quarantined or contained. This brutal image has transformed
our public schools, local communities and the juvenile justice system.
The guarantee of our nation rests in the future generation. The skills that students
develop, the habits they acquire and the communities they build will determine the future of our
nation and the progress thereof. America’s institutions such as neighborhoods, schools, churches,
workplaces and democracy are all enriched when individuals are equipped with the necessary
skills to contribute to their various communities.
When students have positive educational experiences, they develop a feeling as if they
belong. Implementing intervention programs that require the partnership of teachers, students,
parents, community members and business leaders are extremely effective, but more importantly
this collaboration address and meet the needs of youth (Sanders & Sanders, 1998).
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Many adults may assume that our less fortunate students are not able to learn and they
just do not care if they fail academically. This is far from the truth. As I developed relationships
with my students, I have discovered that they do care and are willing to learn. They just want a
teacher, or an adult who will accept them, understand them, respect them, and guide them in the
best direction. I see all my students, underneath all their anger, attitude and non-motivation,
waving their hands in the air frantically and screaming, please do not give up on me, I need your
help!
If anyone would have asked me sixteen years ago, would you like to be a teacher, I
probably would have responded, “No thank you.” I was not even considering such a challenge
until one day a neighbor asked me to volunteer at the local elementary school. My first two
weeks as a volunteer was an eye-opening experience for me. The principal had assigned me to a
first grade class during the reading period of the day. During this time, I would read from the big
picture books as all the little bright faces were fixated on my animation and the pictures being
displayed. After a couple of weeks of working in centers with five first graders, I realize they
exhibited some learning deficits. Socio-economic challenges played a major role in student
learning. Federal efforts to promote and hire effective teachers came about with concerns that
disadvantage students may have less access to effective teachers, which increased the
achievement gaps for our disadvantage children. Fast forward 12 years, I have realized that I
wanted to do more for our students who live in poverty. Economically disadvantaged students
have a very difficult time with succeeding in school. Despite the bleak outlook of these students,
I am determined to create a meaningful learning environment while they are under my guidance.
Within this environment, we will maintain high academic and behavioral standards for all our
students. I am exerting all of my focus on creating supportive programs that will empower our
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students. I am exerting all of my focus on creating supportive programs that will empower our
students to overcome life’s challenges.
As an African American female who grew up in the poorest neighborhoods in the
northeast area, I benefited from Upward Bound programs, Boys and Girls Club, and Student
Exchange programs. These programs made me realize that having good grades and having a
positive attitude allowed me to advance in many areas of my life. This is the main reason why
my dissertation is very personal to me as an educator of children who are socio-economically
disadvantaged. The various reading obtained have provided me with further insight on how to
approach my concern and how to establish sound reasoning.
Statement of the Problem
Today more than a million students drop out of school yearly (Swanson, 2008). There
have been billions of dollars and tax revenues lost due to the increases on dropout rates and 75%
of state prison inmates are high school dropouts (Harlow, 2003). These are staggering figures
that only indicate the amount money lost due to our nation’s dropout problem. Other financial
loss associated with this crisis includes loss of potential career attainment, sustaining family lives
and healthy lifestyles (Swanson, 2008). Many students described as “at risk” of dropping out of
school are enrolled in alternative education programs away from mainstream students. According
to Reimer and Cash (2007) the main goal of Alternative Education programs or schools is to
provide options for students who, for a variety of reasons, are not benefiting from the traditional
school structure. Students enrolled in Alternative Education programs or schools must be taught
to the same academic standards established for all students, Alternative Education provides a
different pathway for students to meet the same high education standards as all other students
across the United States. According to Ruzzi and Kraemer (2006) the term “alternative
4

education” was originally construed as an umbrella term covering a range of options in
schooling. Presently its meaning has evolved into an understanding of education programming
for at-risk youth. These are students who are unlikely to finish high school. Many states and
school districts have come to the realization of the economic loss involved in the drop-out
problem and have established separate educational programs for at-risk students (Reimer and
Cash 2007).
There is a problem at a small rural high school in the southeastern United States, once
many of the students finally graduate from the alternative education program, students lack basic
employment requirements. Thus many of the students spend months and at times a year trying to
find descent employment. For the purpose of this paper I will identify the school as the PREP
Center.
According to the Common Core Data, which is the U.S. Department of Education’s
primary database on public elementary and secondary education, an alternative education school
is defined as “a public elementary/secondary school that addresses needs of students that
typically cannot be met in a regular school, provides nontraditional education, serves as an
adjunct to a regular school, or falls outside the categories of regular, special education or
vocational education” (U.S. Department of Education 2002, Table 2, p.14).
The general focus toward test-taking has deferred ideals and approaches for students to
pursue college or trade skills for employment especially in the alternative education settings. As
a result of this, many students today believe that a four-year college is their only way to success.
The new service learning involves students in structured activities that relate their classroom
learning to the real world situations (Bernadowski, Perry, & Del Greco, 2013). The learning
occurs through direct participation of the programs or projects that are similar to classroom
5

assignments. Service learning is not just simply rendering service to another establishment,
which is volunteering. This way of learning is an instructional plan that encompasses service
outside of the normal classroom setting, which has been considered a best practice for this
learning environment (Bernadowski et al, 2013). The future of our nation will depend totally on
the next generation’s skills they develop, the habits formed and the communities that they
impact.
The search for current literature has indicated that studies on the impact of service
program on student learning and attitude are absent. Even though service learning has been
thought of as one effective approaches of helping “at-risk” students, however, there is no solid
evidence to prove that it works. This is why this study of the effectiveness of student learning is
so much needed.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to examine the benefits of implementing service learning
projects in an alternative education program serving 80% African American students. The study
is an attempt to determine if service learning participation influences students’ learning attitude,
learning behaviors and social skills while completing course work in the alternative school
setting. The focus of the research will be on middle and high school African American students
attending an alternative education program in rural southeast United States.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework that this study will focus on is the educational and social
philosophy of John Dewey (1938). More importantly, Dewey’s Experiential Learning Theory,
Principle of Interaction and the theory that project-based learning is the most productive way of
6

creating knowledge and sharing of values of community and the democracy on to our students
will be used for this research. Dewey stated that all experiences take place during a period of
time and should build logically and progressively upon each other. His Principle of Interaction
indicated that learning results from the interaction of the student and his or her environment. The
one major aspect of Dewey’s Experiential Learning Theory is the social environment or in other
words, the relationship between teachers, students, academic courses and the community. The
social environment and the teacher’s role is the root to practice throughout the experiential
learning experience. Student interaction is essential to the implementation of the service activity.
Student involvement is through learning activities that take place in the form of assignments that
allow students to express their ideas and having them complete keys aspects of the experiential
learning experience. Participants interaction is essential to the implementation of the service
activity.
Education and experience, in Dewey’s opinion, are one in the same. Yet, he noted that all
experiences are not all genuinely or equally educative (Dewey, 1997). In order for experiences to
become fully educative, four key concepts are required: experience, inquiry, growth, and
continuity. Life is about experiences that involve social interaction. In the context of a school,
experiences have to be strategically performed in a way that a certain experience will lead a
desire for greater experiences. This then involves a higher level of understanding. Learning
occurs when a student is able to evaluate a particular experience. Therefore, inquiry needs to take
place. Inquiry in experiential learning becomes a summary where the experiences’ meaning is
purposely thought about by an individual or a group of people. Dewey (2007) states that this
begins the concept of growth. There is a certain way in which growth must take place. Learning
is an ongoing balance of natural activities within the environment and the flexibility to change
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activities to meet new conditions. This balancing period is considered growth. The last concept
of continuity is when experiences are seen as educative. Learning is carried over from one
experience to another is considered continuity. In traditional education, the curriculum is not
designed as a part of meaningful teaching activities, but using the four key concepts provides a
connection between the individual and the experience.
David Kolb (1984), an American theorist whose interest focused on experiential learning,
the individual and social change, career development, and professional education, was inspired
by Dewey’s work on experience in education. Kolb (1984) indicates that learning begins with a
solid experience. In order for learning to take place, it is not merely achieved by simply watching
and reading, but it occurs when one is actively participating in a task. When the task is finished,
the next step of the experiential learning process, according to Kolb, consist of one taking time
for reflective observation. This is when the participant takes time to analyze what has taken
place, which is called reflective observation. The student who is learning needs to understand the
events and form relationships between the actual experience and the acquired skills actually
known. Kolb refers to this thinking process as an abstract conceptualization.
Both Dewey’s Experiential Learning Theory and Kolb’s promotion of reflective
observation form the theoretical basis of this study. Dewey’s theory has strong support for the
implementation of service learning in which students need to be put to work to gain first-hand
experience for better understanding of what they are learning. Kolb’s emphasis on reflective
observation is in fact a supplement of Dewey’s theory. It calls for practical reflection of
immediate past learning experiences to learn from the significance of such hand-on activities.
This is what is needed for students who have been through the service learning experiences
today.
8

Research Questions
The overarching question that will guide this study is: How do students perceive that
service learning influences students’ learning attitude, learning behaviors and social skills in an
alternative education program? The specific questions this research will explore in order to
answer the larger question are: (1.) How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education program? (2.) How do students perceive
that service learning influences students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education program?
(3.) How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social skills in an
alternative education program?
Significance of the Study
A report released in 2006, The Silent Epidemic: Perspectives of High School Dropouts
indicated that one-third of all public high school students, which included 50 percent of
minorities, fail to graduate with their class. The reason for this failure was not due to academics,
but 70 percent of the students reported that they did not see any real-world applications of their
coursework and this caused them to be uninterested in the actual class. According to the report,
80 percent of the students felt that if they had experienced opportunities of real-world learning
such as service learning, work study or internships, these avenues would have increased their
chances of graduating from high school.
For at-risk students to successfully graduate from an alternative school or program will
depend on the quality of education and services they receive at their alternative schools or
programs. Ormrod (2006) stated students have a high probability of failing to acquire the
minimal academic skills necessary for success in the adult world.
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The significance of this study lies in the fact that it addresses the key issues of student
learning. It attempts to examine if the involvement of service learning students’ learning progress
would help enhance student learning and improve student attitude toward learning.
Definitions of Terms
Service Learning–Service learning is a general notion in education that connects
academic programs to school and community service projects and activities. The student has
opportunities to learn through peer teaching, cross age tutoring, and public service activities that
enhance student’s value of giving, as well as, responsibility to participate in their communities
(Barr & Parrett, 2001). Service learning is a combination of academic study with community
service in order for students to achieve personal and academic achievement goals. Also, service
learning can be associated to educational reform by preparing students to be lifelong learners and
participation in a larger worldview (Eyler, 2002). According to Munter (2002) students need new
skills and ways of thinking because of our knowledge-based and multicultural society today and
collaboration, responsiveness to local communities, by building a community of learners. When
adolescence participate in service learning early, this produces great benefits for them. During
this time in the young lives, many adolescence start thinking about their future, engaging in
social relationships, and start beginning to contribute to their own lives, their families and
community (Lerner, Dowling, & Anderson, 2003). The National Service-Learning Clearinghouse
(2013) reports that service learning results in improved academic grade increase in school
attendance and positive development in social behaviors. Service learning has been shown to
produce positive effects on student understanding of social issues, personal insight and their
thinking process (Yorio & Ye, 2012). Service learning assist in the fundamental skills that will
be useful in students’ future career choices. It also increases motivation and contextual
10

understanding of coursework, helps students overcome negative stereotypes of working with
people, enhances students’ sensitivity to moral issues, and improves students’ assessment
achievement (McCarthy & Tucker, 2002). The goal of the research is to determine the benefits of
service learning to the students in an alternative education program.
Alternative Education Program– Alternative education programs or schools are
optional setting for students who, for a variety of reasons, are not benefitting from the traditional
school structure. The purpose of this educational environment is to help prevent students from
dropping out of school and to accomplish this through flexibility, intensive behavioral supports,
self-regulation, social and emotional supports, and intensive instruction and remediation to help
students meet state and local graduation/promotion requirements. Students enrolled in
Alternative Education programs or schools must be taught the same academic standards
established for all students (Reimer & Cash, 2007). The students who attend alternative school
and programs are typically at risk of educational failure due to poor grades, truancy, disruptive
behavior, pregnancy, or other factors associated with a temporary or permanent withdrawal from
school. Alternative schools or programs are usually housed in a separate facility away from
regular school setting. These schools or programs generally include the following characteristics
or elements: Small size; an emphasis on one-on-one interaction between teachers and students; a
supportive and student-centered environment; opportunities for student success relevant to
students’ future; teachers licensed in necessary subject areas; flexibility in structure with an
emphasis on student decision-making; teacher and student empowerment; and instructional
programs highlighting a specific philosophy or school culture (D’Angel & Zemanick, 2009).
“At-Risk” Students–At-risk term for school aged students describes those who
demonstrated academic, behavioral, and attitudinal problems that can lead to school dropout
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(Vesely, 2013). The phrase “at-risk” is often used vaguely to refer to poor life outcomes in
general. Poor life outcomes usually refer to very general long-term deficits such as school
failure, death, economic dependency, or incarceration. Although the term has no consistent
definition and can be viewed as stigmatizing certain groups. Nevertheless, it used worldwide.
The positive side of this term is that program providers have flexibility in how they define “atrisk” for their particular programs and plan accordingly. It is important to mention that “at-risk:
is a concept that reflects a chance or probability. “At-risk” does not mean certainty. Risk factors
increase the chance of poor outcomes, while protective factors increase the chance of good
outcomes (Randolph, et. al, 2004).
Learning Attitude- Learning is defined as the lifelong process of transforming
information and experience into knowledge, skills, behaviors and attitudes. Jeff Cobb (2009)
indicated that learning is not dependent on classes, but they can be useful tools. It does not
require a degree, certificate, or a grade to prove its worth, but they certainly have social value
and would be extremely unwise to ignore. Learning requires, in various degrees, times,
circumstances, and activities like practice, reflection, interaction with the environment, and
social interaction. Learning does not always occur consciously, but those who strive for a more
conscious approach to learning tend to be more successful in what they define as success.
Attitude is one’s perception of self, others, and of the culture in which a person is living.
According to Ajzen and Fishbein (2000), attitude is one’s position, liking or disliking, towards
an object, person, aspect or trait. The problem with examining literature on attitudes is that this
term refers to a variety of different things and is not all constant in definition and purpose. Still,
Hannula (2002) attempted to identify four characteristics of attitude which could assist in the
possibility of the emotions triggered in situations, emotions tied to a stimulus, expected
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consequences, and relationship of a situation to personal values. In other words, attitude
represents a summary of the evaluation of a psychological object captured as good-bad, harmfulbeneficial, pleasant-unpleasant, and likeable-unlikeable (Ajzen, 2001).
Learning Behavior – behavior is the way in which an individual acts or conducts
oneself, especially towards oneself, especially towards other people, in response to a particular
situation or stimulus. The behaviors of learning refer to all the student enactments including
learning styles, learning patterns and learning activities in the entire learning process. When a
student is stimulated to learn, he/she is motivated to respond by demonstrating changes in
learning styles, learning patterns and learning activities. Fredericks, Blumenfield, & Paris (2004)
indicated that the behavior of learning is one of the four components of student engagement in
learning. They further elaborated that behavioral engagement is the actual involvement,
participation, and application in educational activities. This process expands the relevance of
material by demonstrating how students’ actions can help others and positively impact society.
Social Skills- Bausman, et al., (1999) defined social skills as a learned behavior that a
student is taught which will allow him or her to interact with others in ways that produce positive
responses and help avoiding negative responses. Positive social skills are maintaining the
appropriate classroom behavior, proper attention to task during instructional time, pleasant
relationships and interactions with peers and teachers, and non-disruptive classroom behavior.
Negative social skills occur when a student does not demonstrate interpersonal social skills that
are needed for student to understand standards being taught. These include being attentive,
ability to a healthy and friendly relationship with peers and teachers. Most of all behaviors are in
a way that is conducive to learning for all. The ability to interact with others in ways that will
create positive results such as sharing, cooperation, and helping (Logue, 2007). A serious
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problem facing our world today can be resolved only if we could better understand why people
behave the way they do (Schlinger, 2005). Administrators, teachers, school counselors, school
psychologist and social workers have argued that some students were under-performing
academically because they lack proper social skills (inattentiveness and not prepared, aggressive
behavior toward classmates and teachers, unable to participate in cooperative learning sessions
and displaying disruptive behaviors) which affect their academic skills (studying, problem
solving, critical and decision making and task management). Students who struggle with their
social skills faced more disciplinary consequences because they engaged in inappropriate
behavior. Students need to be taught, directly and systematically, social skills to succeed in
school (Bridgman, Webb & Campbell, 2007). The lack of one or both social skills and academic
skills, in high and middle school students is a great concern for those within and outside of the
educational community. This deficit of one or both most importantly affects the students’
academic achievement (Ray & Elliott, 2006). Cazden (1986) revealed that education consisted of
a series of interaction between a student and teacher, between student and peers, and between
school personnel. Even with the presence of a high-quality education, taught by a highly
qualified teacher, students who lacked social skill were not able to learn academic skills that
would allow them to be successful.
When social skills are absent, the student is limited mentally to wonder about the
instructional period, unable to comprehend, and concentrate on the topic; unable to pose
questions; unable to stay on task; ask a question or demonstrate out of shame or embarrassment.
To ward off embarrassment in front of their peers, students engage in disruptive behaviors
(Gettinger & Seibert, 2002). The process of learning takes place because student learning is
associated with a condition and that condition is the environment (Lane, et al., 2003)
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Summary of Chapter 1
This study is an attempt to provide evidence of the value of service learning for students
who are enrolled in an alternative education program. The implementation of service learning
will be an experience in which students who are considered at-risk for dropping out of school,
experience meaningful connections between coursework skills and real-world applications. The
goal is that service learning activities will develop fundamental skills that will be useful in
students’ future career choices. It also has the potential to increase motivation and contextual
understanding of the students’ classroom lessons, students can overcome negative stereotypes of
working with others and most of all understand the importance of their educational journey.
Lifelong learners are the end result.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
The review literature of this narrative case study seeks to define service learning with its
various components and benefits to students who participate in service learning activities. This
study’s literature review will reveal the relationships between features of service learning and
effects on student personal along with academic development during the service learning
opportunity, while enrolled in an alternative education program. The review of literature will
describe the following terms students at-risk, alternative education, and service learning.
With this being the goal, the following research questions will guide the study: (1.) How
do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning attitude in an alternative
education program? (2.) How do students perceive that service learning influences students’
learning behaviors in an alternative education program? (3.) How do students perceive that
service learning influences students’ social skills in an alternative education program?
Students “At-Risk”
There have been several literary works defining students “at-risk.” Herr (1989) indicated
that there is no precise definition. Who are these students labeled at-risk and what does this
really mean? Husby (1998) stated that defining at-risk as a process which looks at students as a
product of society. He explained that children are not born at-risk, but they are made at-risk due
to circumstances in their environment.
The most popular reported definitions of at-risk students are those students who are
probably not going to graduate from high school (Morris, 2000). One possible definition is that
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students who are at-risk are those, on the basis of many risk factors, are most likely not to
graduate from high school.
There are several factors that place children at-risk for not succeeding educationally and
in life in general. Many children have been affected by adverse circumstances like poverty,
homelessness, low self-esteem, drug or alcohol abuse, poor health or nutrition, deficiency in
English language, lack of opportunities for success in school, loss of hope in the future, and lack
of life goals (Appelstein,1998).
In the mixture of various risk factors are the changing family dynamics and the negative
influences in the lives of children. The five major factors that have contributed to the extinction
of the traditional family include separation and divorce, single-parent household, grandparents
raising grandchildren, out-of-wedlock births and teen pregnancy, and cohabitation. Brendtro, et.
al (1990) stated this interruption of child-rearing process has left many parent and children
confused by expected role and responsibilities that lead to personal success, self-worth,
motivation, and understanding of functional independance. Having these changes in the overall
family makeup has diminished the ability to handle the economic, social, and educational needs
of children.
According to Kronick (1997) the problem, as with most research studies investigating atrisk populations, is that the focus has been on the aspects of the problem instead of the
underlying cause of the problem. Normally the environmental factors are the reasons that
contribute to the individual becoming at-risk. Kronick (1997) pointed out that many solutions
attempt to fix the child, not change the environment. The quick fix of intervention strategies to
fix the child usually prove futile because they eventually fail or fade away.
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Despite the odds against many children, there are at-risk students, along with all the
hardships who have developed the necessary coping skills to succeed in school. McMillan &
Reed (1994) indicated that children appeared to develop stable, healthy personas and were able
to adapt to life’s stresses and problems. They identified four factors that caused positive changes
in children: individual attributes, positive use of time, family, and school.
School and support are two words commonly used with at-risk students. Teachers who
take a personal interest in at-risk students are important attributes to student success (Kronick,
1997). At-risk students are in need of teachers who care about them, who respect them as a
person as well as a learner, and who understands them. These teachers listen to them and take
them serious, provide encouragement, and most of all can laugh with them.
Alternative Education Program
The major concern among the public, teachers and policymakers’ regarding violence,
weapons and drugs on elementary, middle and high school grounds, coupled with the concern of
sending disruptive and potentially troubled students out on the streets, has increased the need of
alternative schools and programs (U.S. Department of Education, 1996). Paglin and Fager (1997)
stated that students are referred to alternative school and programs if they are at risk of education
failure with failing grades, truancy, disruptive behavior, suspension, pregnancy or other similar
situation associated with withdrawal from tradition school setting.
Alternative educational programs often have flexible scheduling, several ways to earn
credit, differentiated instruction and individualized learning offer at risk students more
customized options to obtain a high school diploma (Aron, 2006).
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According to CNN (2009), alternative schools are dealing with issues for high school
students who are considered at-risk who leave regular schools, and have 16% drop out rate as
compared to traditional high dropout rate of 9%. This problem has negatively impacted students’
hopes and desires to pursue their high school diploma.
In order to improve student attendance and decrease suspensions many school districts
are using truancy intervention programs, which is part of the school systems alternative
education program (Farris-Berg, Schroeder, Kolderie & Graba, 2003).
Carswell, et al. (2014) reported that there are approximately 11, 000 public alternative
schools and programs for at-risk students in the United States that serve more than 600, 000
students. Disciplinary Alternative Education Programs (DAEPS) were generally designed to
serve students, due to academic and behavioral difficulties, are not experiencing success in the
traditional school setting (Booker & Mitchell, 2011). Normally, students are enrolled in DAEPS
because of suspension or expulsion. The traditional school setting is no longer suitable for these
students. A student can be enrolled short term in the alternative setting and then transition back
to traditional school setting or student can be placed on a long term basis until he or she
graduates from high school. Alternative schools and programs can be viewed as a second chance
for students that are identified as “at-risk” of dropping out of traditional school (Lange, 1998).
Lehr et al., (2004) reported that DAEPS are designed to meet various needs of students which
included preventing them from dropping out of school, providing educational supports to address
disciplinary consequences or academic and behavioral remediation. It was suggested by De La
Ossa (2005) that alternative schools need to be a vital component to restructure the public
education system so all students have an opportunity to be successful in school. Research have
found that students attending alternative schools or programs reported having higher self-esteem,
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positive attitudes toward school, increased academic performance, improved attendance, and
most of all, decrease in disruptive behaviors than when they attended the traditional school
environment (De La Ossa, 2005).
Service Learning Activities in Alternative Education Program
Service learning is described as a course-based, credit bearing educational experience in
which students participate in an organized activity that meet community needs and reflect on the
service activity in a way to gain further understand of course content. This is with the intent to
increase a sense of personal values and civic responsibility (Bringle & Hatcher, 2009). An option
within a given course can be the service learning component (Enos & Troppe, 1996). A welldesigned service learning project engage students in service activities that are both beneficial to
community stakeholders and meet the educational objectives of courses taken. The educational
outcomes are achieved through reflection activities such as journals, small group discussions and
direct writing that connect the service experience to learning objectives which are guided,
happen regularly, allow feedback and are assessed (Ash & Clayton, 2004; Ash, Clayton &
Atkinson, 2005; Hatcher & Bringle, 1997).
Alternative schools or programs provide a conducive environment to implement service
learning projects because of the flexible scheduling, small class sizes, more individualized
attention, individualized work pace, focus on career planning or vocational education, and work
study experience (Lehr, 2004).
In this particular study, service-learning will be used based on the definition created by
Westat and Chapman (1999) and Scales and Roehlkepartain (2004). They used the following
definition in their two national studies of K-12 service-learning:
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Service-learning is defined as curriculum-based community service completed through
school that integrates classroom instruction with community service activities. The
service must:
a) relate to an academic course or curriculum
b) have clearly stated learning objectives
c) address real community needs
d) help students in obtaining lessons from service based on regular schedules,
organized reflection or critical analysis activities, such as classroom
discussions presentations, or directed writing.
According to Billig and Klute (2002) the preparation stage begins with students, with
assistance from teachers, identifying a need and start the research. Teachers create classroom
activities to help students personalize and learn about the particular issue(s). Teachers and
students generate an action plan to establish partnerships with community agencies, other
schools or classrooms, or national groups for service opportunities (Kaye, 2004). Shumer (1997)
emphasized when students have responsibilities for activities that have true consequences, they
are more likely to take the activity and their learning seriously.
Relationship between Student Service Learning and Academic Achievement
When adolescents participate in service learning, great benefits are produced early for
them. During this time in their young lives, many adolescents start thinking about their future,
engaging in social relationships, and start beginning to contribute to their own lives, their
families and community (Lerner, Dowling, & Anderson, 2003). The National Service-Learning
Clearinghouse (2013) reports that service learning results in improved academic grade increase
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in school attendance and positive development in social behaviors. Service learning has been
shown to positive effects on students understanding of social issues, personal insight and their
thinking process (Yorio & Feifei, 2012). The goal of the research is to determine the benefits of
service learning to the students.
Service learning programs and courses have positively been associated to students’
personal development, racial and cultural understanding, civic engagement, academic learning
and many other great results (Astin, Vogelgesang, Ikeda & Yee, 2000). Scales and
Roehlkepartain (2005) reported that involvement in service learning contributes to closing the
achievement gap between students from low socio-economic backgrounds and their peers with
advantaged backgrounds. This research can assist teachers with the implementation of
programming that will help educational reform that is in line with No Child Left Behind Act of
2001, which focuses on closing the achievement gap.
Surprisingly, 75% of students who took part in service learning activities indicated that
the classes were more interesting than other classes taken. There were 64% of high school
students who reported that service learning could help change the dropout problem (Bridgeland,
Dilulio & Morison, 2006). A survey reported that 83% of high school principals saw that the
service learning had a positive impact on students’ academic achievement (Scales &
Roehlkepartain, 2005).
Although the majority of service learning research investigates white middle-class
students working with populations racially and economically different from themselves, another
area of research investigates how students of color are influenced by the service learning
experience. Students of color had positive attitudes towards going to school and completing
coursework (Chesler & Scalera, 2000).
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According to Billig & Weah (2008) the K-12 Service Learning Standards for Quality
Practice offers a benchmark for evaluating and assessing the impact of service learning programs
on students. When the service learning is set with clear, measurable and actionable standards the
program is more likely to show positive results in the eight standard domains: duration and
intensity; link to curriculum; partnerships; meaningful service youth voice; reflection, diversity
and progress monitoring. When dealing with students who are categorized as “at risk” and
especially who are placed in discipline schools, most of the learning that takes place in an
alternative school setting.
More importantly the service-learning activities must connect directly to the academic
curriculum. The National Service –Learning Cooperative (Scales & Roehlkepartain, 2004)
highlights the importance of involving students in challenging tasks that require them to utilize
their classroom knowledge and skill during the experience.
Relationship between Student Service Learning and Student Learning Attitude
Research data suggest that service learning can affect academic success, enhance
connection to school, feelings about self, and social behavior. A study conducted by Scales,
Blyth, Berkas, and Kielsmeier (2000) investigated the effects of a service-learning program on
sixth through eighth grade students from three different middle schools. For a year, students were
engaged in the service-learning communicated with their parents more, felt like they were
effective by helping others, showed compassion and displayed increased motivation towards
their academics. Another study involving middle and high school students showed positive
effects on social perceptions and attitudes (Hecht & Fusco, 1996). The students visited service
sites daily for a 10-week intervention. They wrote reflections in journals, and discussed their
experiences in class twice a week. At the end of the assignment, students reported that the
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service learning experience gave them unique learning opportunities and they had a chance to
express important, personal values.
Students who participated in service-learning not only reported personal developmental
success, but also reported increases academic success (Eyler, 1999; Scales, et al., 2000).
Students’ attitudes toward education and school performance improved. They experienced
positive feelings toward school, their grades in math and science and an overall increase in their
grade point averages (Melchior & Bailis, 2002; Scales, et al., 2000). In order to get these results,
Scales, et al., (2000) studied the effects of service-learning on student by conducting a qualitative
research study. They conducted a detailed search focusing on school with service-learning
programs and selected students from three middle schools located in Kentucky, Massachusetts,
and Missouri. Researchers randomly assigned students in each school to teams and the teams
were labeled treatment and control classes on each team. Students on the control teams did not
participate in any service-learning activities. The treatment teams of students participated in
various service activities such as direct human service, environmental service, and/or career
exploration. Pre-posttest surveys were completed by students at the beginning and the end of the
school year, Treatment group students had participated in 31 plus hours of service reported
significantly higher posttest scores in their efficacy of helping others. Students who did a lot of
reflection reported increases in personal development opportunities, improved grades, and
maintained their perception that school provides personal opportunities. Students in the treatment
group also reported that their experience in service earning made them more interested in n other
classes and they felt highly motivated.
Service-learning has great potential to help marginalized youth, who normally do not
participate in community activities, who are described as vulnerable, disadvantaged, or at-risk
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youth. The research of Scales et. al. (2006) found that service-learning may be a valued
intervention for student engagement and achievement for principals in schools that are urban, or
majority nonwhite, or high poverty. Kahne and Sporte (2008) researched the effects of family,
neighborhood, and school characteristics, as well as access to best practices in civic education
and service learning, on the development among Chicago high school students. The majority of
these students were low-income and minorities. Study results showed that service learning and
exposure to effective strategies were the strongest predictors of commitment to civic
participation, which had stronger effects than school, neighborhood, or family factors.
Relationship between Student Service Learning and Student Learning Behavior
Research on service-learning is shifting its focus from measuring direct effects, such as
graduation rates, but towards the study of indirect effects, like personal and social outcomes,
which explains the connection between service learning and student behavior (Furco, 2007). For
example, it could be presumed that learning communities, study abroad, and service learning are
useful strategies in improving retention because they all improve student engagement, which
normally improves overall student learning behavior. The strategy of engagement as the
mediating variable, a better explanation of how and why service learning may be linked to
greater student success. Fredericks, Blumenfield, & Paris (2004) indicated that student
engagement is complicated and it is made up of several different concepts. These various
concepts of service learning have been divided into four frameworks of engagement: behavioral,
cognitive, emotional, and social. The design of the service learning connects engagement to the
four concepts which are cognitive engagement, behavioral engagement, emotional engagement,
and social engagement.
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•

Cognitive engagement is the mental investment, expended effort, processing of
information, and use of personal strategies to learn material. This is connected to a
greater purpose through how students understand and use their knowledge in the world.

•

Behavioral engagement is the actual involvement, participation, and application in
educational activities. This process expands the relevance of material by demonstrating
how students’ actions can help others and positively impact society.

•

Emotion engagement entails the student’s feelings, interest, values, and reactions towards
a discipline, individual or institution. This concept relates to greater meaning by forming
strong attachments and bonds.

•

Social engagement is the degree and magnitude of relationships and interactions with
people in school and out in the community. This creates greater belonging through the
establishment of caring, accepting, and supporting relationships.
It is important that these concepts are not viewed as independent from the other. They are

overlapping and work together to create combined engagement.
Service learning is a form of experiential education where learning occurs through cycles
of action and reflection as students work with others in applying their knowledge to solve a
community problem, while reflecting on their experience to obtain a deeper understanding of
complex issues on their own. Reflection turns service into learning. Eyler and Giles (1999) cited
three reasons why service learning contributes to students’ understanding and ability to apply
their knowledge: (1) deeper learning because students are more engaged and curious about issues
they experience in their community; (2) students discover that they can better remember material
they learn while serving; and (3) learning is embedded in personal relationships and helping
others.
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Relationship between Student Service Learning and Student Social Skills
The mental health needs of students, which reflect life in various settings, are troubling
issues that occur in many schools, such as, emotional upset, substance abuse, truancy, violence,
and academic failure. Rather than using the traditional one-to-one intervention model, emerging
trends in mental health services involve comprehensive efforts in strengthening schools and
communities to optimize learning for these students (Adelman & Taylor, 2005). According to
Wilczenki & Coomey (2007) indicated that service learning is a natural opportunity to enhance
mental health in problematic schools. Mental health initiatives in schools should include
programs focused on social emotional learning to improve protective buffers and resiliency
(Adelman & Taylor, 2005). However, social emotional learning programs are often not
considered top priority in school due to pressing issue of academic failure. Yet, considerable
evidence indicates that social emotional competence actually promotes resiliency and enables
academic learning (Bear, Manning, & Izard, 2003). Counseling in school has directed its focus
from responsive services approach to one that is tied to student achievement (Stone & Dahir,
2006). Stone and Dahir mentioned that the purpose of a counseling program in a school setting is
to impart specific skills and to guide learning in a proactive and preventive manner to assist all
students to achieve school success through social emotional and academic development
experiences. School counselors need to shirt from the traditional, individual remediation model
to a proactive counseling model that promotes skill building rather than deficit reduction (Galassi
& Akos, 2004). Service learning is a valuable strategy to achieve grades K through 12 mental
health programs goals while providing a chance to work closely with teachers to address
academic achievement gaps (Stott & Jackson, 2005). Due to its positive effects on social and
emotional development, service learning benefits all students, but may especially enhance the
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engagement and motivation of students at risk for school failure. Peterson and Seligman (2004)
recommends service learning as an intervention to promote positive social and emotional results.
Service learning is a strength-based approach that focuses thinking on interventions that can
highlight students’ strengths. In addition to documenting the academic benefits of service
learning, Billig’s literature reviews (2000, 2002, 2003) reported accumulating evidence for the
social and emotional benefits as well. These benefits also extend to children and adolescents
typically referred for mental health services at school, such as students with disabilities and those
at risk for behavior and academic problems (Piliavin, 2003). Student who feel isolated,
incompetent, and powerless in traditional classroom settings find a purpose to schooling in that
they can learn and contribute in a positive and meaningful ways through service (Bullock &
Fitzsimons-Lovett, 1997). Kraft and Wheeler (2003) state there is a strong case for using service
learning as a social-emotional intervention. For students with mental health problems, service
learning was used as a type of “group therapy” similar to cognitive behavior modification. In this
case, service learning was expanded beyond academic goals to include therapeutic techniques
and reflective activities that stimulated students’ positive beliefs about themselves.
As an alternative to conducting groups focused on anger management, service learning
opportunities could be arranged to teach empathy, social skills, as well as emotional and
behavior techniques while addressing academic concerns.
Application of Knowledge and Skills Learned in Classroom
Experiential learning helps students to see important problems, develop solutions, try
assumptions, review outcomes and discuss knowledge acquired (Kolb, 1984). For each student,
this personal experience serves as a solid reference for understanding the application of
classroom courses. Pre-existing knowledge is established by students, enabling them to create a
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better understanding, allow for better transferring of the learning and thus increasing
metacognitive skills (Eyler & Giles, 1999; Steinke & Buresch, 2002). The service learning
process enable students to develop greater aptitude in applying their course work to new
situations, improvement in writing skills and gains in critical thinking skills (Austin, et al., 2000;
Eyler & Giles, 1999).
Service learning comes in various forms, models, and experiences and can promote
various student learning outcomes. Various models of service learning (SL) have been used in
higher education. Pederson, Meyer, and Hardgrave (2015) explain the different definitions of
service learning. Direct SL is when a student is working in the community (typically with a nonprofit organization). Indirect service learning is characterized by students “conducting mutually
beneficial community, non-field-based activities, which include conducting research or
producing a product/project for the organization (Pederson, et. al, 2015, p. 190).” An indirect
form of service learning could take the form of an internship, doing a presentation for the
community that benefits the community, or students might provide a product or service to an
organization. An indirect form of service learning could be an internship, creating a presentation
for the community partner or students may provide a product or service to the business
organization. The most commonly researched type of indirect service learning are internships
(Smith & Worsfold, 2015; Esters & Retallick, 2013).
Some of the most common learning outcomes, according to Pederson et. al (2015), from
student participation in service learning (SL) were: personal; professional and interpersonal;
social and academic. Yori and Feifei (2012) discovered that there was a positive correlation
between service learning (SL) and the previous stated learning outcomes. The most positive
correlation was noticed between (SL) and academic achievement. An example was discovered in
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psychology students who participated in service learning displayed improved critical thinking
skills. Also, Hebert and Hauf (2015) identified a greater sense of increased civic responsibility,
interpersonal skills and more academic development of course concepts from student participants
in service learning projects.
Previous Studies Conducted on the Student benefits of Service Learning
Currently, service learning has been implemented in one-third of American schools and
some states have incorporated service learning as a pathway for teaching students character
education skills (Fredericks, 2003). The aim of service learning is to combine academics with
community service on order for students to achieve both personal and academic goals. More
importantly, service learning can be tied to educational reform by preparing student to be
lifelong learners and participate in a larger worldview (Eyler, 2002). Service learning also assist
students realize their valuable strengths and how they can help other people. Having this
characteristic is crucial when students begin to learn how to collaboratively solve real world
problems (Kielsmeier, 2011).
Cramer and Bennett (2015) stated that students need to work with different people in
their community and not only with familiar individuals, but with new people in order to help
them to understand the shared value of education. This is one way for students to feel supported
or become a community of learners is through participation in service learning activities.
Alternative education settings, with flexible scheduling, smaller class sizes, more
individualized instruction, individualized work progress, focus on career planning or vocational
education, and work study experience, provide a conducive environment to implement service
learning assignment (Lehr, et. al 2004).
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According to Nelson and Sneller (2011) service learning is a developmental strategy that
involves community service with reflection before, during and after the service project which is a
potential intervention that can impact a student’s motivation. Research has indicated that service
learning activities has decreased antisocial and violent behaviors, arrest, school failure and
encouraged students to engage in decision making, problem solving, self-efficacy and competent
behaviors. Student’s feeling of being alienated are reduced because service learning establishes a
connection to students and the community (Denner, et. al, 2005).
The cited studies were based on an observed phenomena and gathered knowledge from
real experiences rather than from theories. Each study had key characteristics consisting of
research questions, population or phenomena being studied, along with criteria, controls and
testing instruments.
From the Literature Review, What Do We Understand about Service Learning?
According to literature there are advantages of service learning over traditional ways of
teaching in the classroom, like lecturing and students taking notes. The philosophy of service
learning is based on students learning best through active engagement in structured activities. The
traditional educational approach occurs in the classroom, whereas service learning takes place by
combining learning in the classroom and learning by participating in community roles.
Traditionally, knowledge is obtained by reading textbooks at times by passively listening to
information verbalized by the teacher. On the other hand, knowledge during service learning is
obtained not only by reading textbooks, getting information from the teacher, but also by
participating in activities within the community. Students are able to gain personal experience and
connect the learning with the needs of their community. This process makes service learning an
active process. When the students participate in community activities with constant real world
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situations which enable students to solve problems, make decisions, work cooperatively with
others and most of all apply skills and knowledge acquired in the classroom. (Jackson et al., 1998).
Based on the literature review, service learning is a good idea. Service learning has the
characteristics of effective teaching and learning approaches, increasing positive attitudes
towards learning, and academic results for students which can lead to lifelong benefits. Clearly,
service learning also relates to students’ lives and helps them to apply learning in the classroom
to real-life situations, helping them to feel that their work is important and valuable to others.
The research that exists on service learning provides evidence that it can enhance learning and
reinforce academic curriculum and increase positive school behaviors in at-risk students.
The students who attend PREP Center, the alternative education program in rural
southeast, Georgia, presently have not passed any standardized assessments, have missed an
average of 20 days in the 1st semester of school term, reading 2 to 3 grade levels below their
peers, have several behavior infractions, and they hate coming to school. Often at-risk students
are under challenged academically, disproportionately represented in remedial classes and
special education, and most of all do not have access to the best teachers in our school district.
With this being the case, the chances of our students that will graduate from high school are very
slim. They are most likely to experience unemployment, poverty, health issues, and
incarceration. Public schools in the United States play many major roles, affecting the daily lives
of each individual students, the hopes of their families, the growth of local communities, and
ultimately the sustainability of the nation.
As an educator and advocate for children, I am determined to fulfill the educational needs
of the students enrolled in PREP Center. There are several academic and behavioral strategies
that can help at risk students be more successful in the alternative school setting. Implementing
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service learning into the curriculum is an approach that can be relatively inexpensive in
providing students a caring environment, high levels of expectation, encouragement, along with
opportunities for meaningful participation. I want to instill success into students’ lives as much
as possible by redesigning the meaning of success so success entails improvement and personal
progress within each student.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLGY
Introduction
This study seeks to explore and identify the benefits of students participating in service
learning activities while enrolled in an alternative education program. In this chapter a review of
the research design and descriptions of the research methods will be presented. It is important
that a significant study is based on solid grounds of carefully selected design and method to
generate answers to the research questions.
Research Questions
The overarching question that will guide this study is: How do students perceive that
service learning influences students’ learning attitude, learning behaviors and social skills in an
alternative education program? The specific questions this research will explore in order to
answer the larger question are: (1.) How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education program? (2.) How do students perceive
that service learning influences students’ learning behavior in an alternative education program?
(3.) How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social skills in an
alternative education program?
Research Context/Setting
The PREP Center is an alternative education program nestled in rural southeast with a
campus consisting of one high school, one middle school, two elementary schools and one
facility that houses Pre-K students. The PREP center is housed in its own stand-alone building.
There is a cafeteria, a gym, restrooms and four classrooms. The school system, which PREP
center is located, is considered a Title 1 school district and all students received free breakfast
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and lunch. The county’s school system student population is composed of 80% African
Americans, 10% Whites, 8% Hispanics, and 2% Asian. The estimated median household income
for residents in this rural area in 2016 was $26,481 (City-data, 2017). The alternative education
program uses an educational online curriculum that consists of the Georgia Common Core from
grade 6 through 12. All core subjects are completed via online for students enrolled.
Purposeful selection of research participants of approximately 8 to 10 students in this
study, depending on enrollment, will come from the rural alternative education program. The
PREP Center usually fluctuates in the number of students enrolled in this educational setting.
Students will need to meet the following criteria to participate in the study: (1.) Enrolled in the
alternative school setting for at least 2nd 9weeks or the entire school year, (2.) Willing to
participate in the study, (3.) Failed two or more courses or retained a year.
Research Design
The research design for this research will consist of narrative inquiry and case study.
Narrative case study is a combination of two qualitative methods. Both narrative and case
approaches use several analytical practices and based on different humanities and social
disciplines (Creswell, 2013).
The term narrative at times may be used to refer to any text or it is utilized as inquiry in
qualitative research (Chase, 2005), with an emphasis on the stories told by individuals
(Polkinghouse, 1995). According to Pinnergar and Daynes (2006) narrative can be either the
method or the phenomenon of a study. The method starts with individual experiences that occur
and the telling of their story. This particular type of qualitative design where the narrative is
known as a spoken or written text, provides a description of an event/action or several
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events/actions, explained in chronological order. According to Hatch (2002) narrative studies
include the following: life histories, life story research, personal experience methods, oral
histories, and narrative inquiry. There are several ways to obtain data in narrative studies: oral
history, research interviews, journals, conversations, and field notes. In this study, the researcher
will use reflective journals, focus groups and post questionnaire. Narrative inquiry deals with the
belief that people make sense of their lives by the stories they tell. Each story told begins to
identify who the individual really is. The specific place or event in which the stories occur is
important context for the researcher in retelling the story. The journaling history is gathering
participants’ personal reflections of the events from each individual. At this point, there is
contextual focus, for instance, the story is written by a student in a classroom (Creswell, 2013).
Critical thinking is associated with narrative studies. The researcher focuses on the meanings that
participants create through stories and the stories told as part of the research. Critical narrative
allows researcher and participants to tell stories that brings about awareness to a situation. There
is careful emphasis placed on the process of interviewing and on strategies used to obtain
participants meaning of the story. The researcher uses inductive analysis to get meaning from
the data that has a broad focus and then reports a detailed social situation that is examined. The
inductive analysis is made by what was mentioned, who the story was directed towards or the
nature of sharing the story (Hatch, 2002).
Case study will allow the researcher to obtain knowledge of an issue or problem of a
particular individual or group of participants. In case studies, the researcher obtains a detailed
examination of one’s setting or one subject. The data examined closely for clues on how to
proceed from broad exploratory topics to a more directed analysis of the data (Bogdan & Biken,
2007). According to Creswell (2013) case studies may focus on a small group or an organization,
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but the main objective is to define a case that can be explained within specific parameters.
Usually case studies happen in real time, which allows the researcher to gather accurate data.
The purpose of conducting a case study is its importance of illustrating a case that has unique
Case interests and needs detailed description. The goal of the case study is to understand a
specific concern, which is called an instrumental case. This case study presents a deeper
understanding of the case and does not rely on one data source. In this particular research, the
researcher will analyze all student educational records. In addition, the researcher will have
multiple data sources from reflection journals, focus groups, and post questionnaire.
Qualitative research emphasizes inductive, interpretive methods that apply to everyday
life, which can be seen as socially made and subjective. These research procedures create
descriptive data through individuals own written or spoken words and observable behavior
(Hatch, 2002). Stake (2010) created a list of unique characteristics of Qualitative Study that
indicated that the research is interpretive, experiential, situational, and personal in nature. The
researcher from various views identifies the meaning of human affairs. Qualitative research
strives to be naturalistic by not interfering with the order of data. With this being the efforts of
qualitative research, this particular research to determine the effects of service learning on
students enrolled in an alternative education program will depend on the events recorded by
participants and their understandings.
Participants
The participants of this study will be enrolled in the PREP Center. Participants will range
from 8 to 10 African American individuals. The students will consist of individuals enrolled for a
9-week semester along with those enrolled for the school year. The participants will be a mixture
of high school and middle school status. These students have fallen victim to an extensive range
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of risk factors that make them members of a growing population of youth labeled “at-risk.” Their
risk factors are low academic achievement, retention, behavior problems, poor attendance, and
low socioeconomic status. As mentioned above, students in the alternative program will be
purposefully selected to participate in this study. They will need to meet the following criteria:
(1) Enrolled in the alternative school setting for at least 2nd 9 weeks or the entire school year, (2)
Willing to participate in the study, (3) Failed two or more courses or retained a year.
Instrument(s)
The data of the study will be obtained from the following data collecting instruments:
focus groups, reflection journals, and post questionnaire.

The focus groups will consist of 8 to

10 students who will be assembled in smaller groups of 4 to 5 students at one time for in-depth
interviewing. The questions are structured in order to foster conservations among participants
regarding a particular issue. During the first 4 ½ week and second 4 ½ week of the activity,
participants come together to discuss a topic and start a conversation from various perspectives
of their study (Bogan & Biklen, 2007). This is a good way to collect data when time is limited or
when interviewees are not comfortable sharing information one on one in an interview. Focus
groups can solicit resourceful qualitative data especially when participants are similar and when
they cooperate with each other (Creswell, 2013). The format for the focus group will be
structured in a way to assist the researcher with group discussion and keeping focus of
conversation on the topic. This approach will allow the researcher to exam students’
understanding of participating in service learning projects while enrolled in the alternative school
setting. (See Appendix A)
The reflection journals are written notes that PREP students will create as they think
about various concepts learned, about important incidents involving their learning, and about
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interactions between students and community over a period of time. The purpose of the
reflection journals is to allow students to gain insights of their own learning (Thorpe, 2004).
There are three main challenges affecting journaling as a method of data collection: poor
participation, feeling exposed, and staying on track (Ortlipp, 2008). The researcher will provide
strategies to promote participation in reflection journaling: limiting the writing period, promoting
confidentiality and provide writing prompts. During the service learning project, the students will
be asked to write and reflect on their learning, thoughts, feelings and experiences after each
weekly session. For uniformity, the format of reflective journals as recommended by Thorpe
(2004) will be presented to the students for recording their reflections. (See Appendix B)
Questionnaires are commonly used to measure qualitative variables, such as feelings,
attitudes and many others behavioral and health-related variables. The questionnaire used in this
study will consist of open-ended questions, created by researcher, in order to provide accuracy of
students’ interpretation of terminology, questions, or instructions. This type of questioning will
gauge participants’ reactions and thoughts during the process of questioning. Open-ended
questions will assist in obtaining direct measures of missed or misreported information (Martin,
2004). Paper-based questionnaires will be self- completed by PREP students in the research
setting. This is to ensure that all students will complete the questionnaire. Also, assistance will be
provided to clarify any questions and make certain that all questions are answered. The
questionnaire will be completed by students after their service learning activity is finished. (See
Appendix C)
Since the Focus Group instrument and the Post-Questionnaire instrument are researcher
constructed and the Reflective Journal instrument is adopted with slight modifications, a test of
validity of these instruments will be performed. Five teachers and/or administrators in the
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alternative education program will be invited to serve on a panel to serve as judges to review
these instruments. The panel will be asked to review these researchers constructed instruments
and the adopted and modified instrument in terms of their suitability to serve as data collection
instruments for the study. Research questions of the study will be presented to the panel who will
be asked to examine the contents, the language and the format of the three instruments in
collecting data to answer the research questions. Any revision recommendation from the panel
about the three instruments will be seriously considered for incorporation in the editing the final
version for use in this study.
Behavioral records of the PREP students will also be analyzed for reason of placement in
the alternative education setting. Participants will be instructed to record reflections of their lived
experiences. The predetermined service learning assignment will be determined by administrator
who will work collaboratively with community partners to determine students’ roles and
responsibilities. The assignments will have students working off-campus directly with our
business partners in the local rural southeast community. Students will perform various duties
such as front desk clerk, preparing inventory, executing activities, preparing lesson plans,
providing tours, while applying coursework skills to assist with real-world experiences.
Student demographic data are obtained from Infinite Campus which is the student
information management system that is used to collect, manage and track school district data.
The system is a comprehensive tool that helps public schools to maintain finance, human
resources, busing and asset warehouse information in addition to student school related
information, such as race/ethnicity, sex, age, attendance, grades, assessments, special educational
services, medical alerts, primary household members, enrollments and discipline records. The
Alternative Education program will obtain a Document Analysis for Behavioral Referral which
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is used to consider student placement to the program. An example of Document Analysis for
Behavioral Referral is presented for information in the following:
Figure 1. Document Analysis for Behavioral Referral

Document Analysis for Behavioral Referral
Type of Document:
Author of Document (Position Title):
Document Information:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

How many office referrals are documented?
What behaviors did the student display in the traditional school setting?
How many behavioral referrals resulted as in school suspensions?
How many behavioral referrals resulted as out of school suspensions?
What interventions were put in place to assist the students’ behavior in the tradition
school setting?
F. What behavior did the student display to be place in the alternative school setting?
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Data Collection Procedures
The mission of Kennesaw State University is to protect the right and welfare of
individuals who participate in research conducted by students in the university. The proposed
study will be presented to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Kennesaw State University
for review and approval. Human research participants are properly informed of the risks and
benefits of the study participation and the applications of data collection that will be involved.
An informed consent will be obtained from each student’s legal guardian agreeing to
participation in specifications of the research procedures.
Initial data collection will begin with after the first 4 ½ week period of service. Two to
three small focus groups, depending on the number of participants, discuss questions posed by
the researcher. The participants will respond to open ended questions that will be focused on
their participation in service learning at the alternative setting. Weekly students will be asked to
record their thoughts, feelings and experiences of the service activity in a reflection journal,
uwhich will be provided by the researcher. Finally, students will be required to answer a postquestionnaire at the conclusion of the research.
Data collected from students’ focus groups, reflection journals, and post questionnaire
will be transcribed using a personal password protected laptop computer on Microsoft Word
document. To protect the identity of participants, a letter and three-digit number will be assigned
to each participant’s responses collected from the various data sources. All data documents and
laptop computer will be locked up in file cabinet in the PREP Center main office building, which
will be accessible only by researcher.
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Method of Data Analysis
In this qualitative narrative case study, the research data will be collected from focus
groups, reflective journals, and post questionnaire. The focus groups responses will be typed
word for word using a personal computer with Microsoft 2010 software. Results of the focus
groups, reflective journals, and post questionnaire will be analyzed through content analysis to
detect common themes and patterns from research participants. Content analysis is a way that
allows researchers to make presumptions based on specific information gained from various
forms of data (Shaughnessy, et. al., 2006). To compile the data, ATLAS.ti, a computer program
for data coding, will be utilized. ATLAS.ti is a visual platform for qualitative analysis of large
amount of textual, graphical, audio, and video data. The program assists in exploring the
complex phenomena hidden in data. ATLAS.ti provides an intuitive environment that keeps
ideas focused on analyzed materials. It offers tools to manage, extract, compare, explore, and
assemble meaningful pieces of data into creative and manageable ways. The data will be coded
to create categories and recurring themes. See graphic representation below: (Figure 2)
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Figure 2
Anticipated Data Reduction Analyzed

What are student
beliefs/values?

Student
perceptions

Research Topic: Student Self-Perception of the
Benefits of Service Learning in an
Alternative Education Program?

Alternative
Education
Program
Service
Learning

Do students
make the
connection
of school
and
community
?

Student
knowledge

KWL chart: What
do students
know, what they
understood and
what they
learned?

Student
profile

Are social skills;
academics;
attendance; behavior;
retention of
participants
improved?

Teacher
knowledge

What Professional
development has
been provided?

Case Study
How does the
service learning
support the
common core
curriculum?

How
Planning/Assessing
is incorporated?
Collaboration
What are Local
partnerships
responsibility?

Community
partner’s
perspective

Board of Education members;
Parents; Business establishment’s
commitments
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Limitations
The one limitation the study possesses would be the various service learning experiences
are not being assessed. In other words, whether the relationships between the benefits perceived
by participants from service learning and their motivations to participate are affected by the types
of service learning projects, are not examined or taken into consideration. Another limitation
would be the revolving door of students entering and exiting the alternative education setting.
Students who violate the terms of their juvenile probationary period are usually removed from
the alternative program for a period of time. This would cause an interruption in the service
learning project fulfillment. Students would have to be removed from the study. The sample size
of students is very low in comparison to other studies of students benefiting from service
learning.
Summary
This chapter starts with restating the research questions of the study. Based on the needs
of the research questions, a qualitative narrative case study design is employed to conduct the
study. Criteria are established in purposefully selecting the participants in the study. Three
different instruments have been identified for data collection at different times. The three
instruments will be validated by a panel of judges. Data collected for this study will be analyzed
by the use of ATLAS.ti program. Possible limitations of the study are also identified for
discussion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine students’ self-perception of the benefits of
service learning while enrolled in an alternative education program. A review of the literature on
service learning; alternative education program; at-risk students; learning attitude; learning
behavior; and social skills led to the development of the following research questions, which
guided this research:
1. How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning attitude in
an alternative education program?
2. How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning behavior
in an alternative education program?
3. How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social skills in an
alternative education program?
The data analysis revealed several themes and patterns that will not only add to the
literature, but will support the benefits of service learning to students in an alternative education
program. The findings in this chapter are organized by first 4 ½ week of service learning
activities and reviewing results from focus groups and journal reflections. Followed by the
second 4 ½ week of activities and analyzing the focus group and post-questionnaire responses.
Findings of Data Analysis
The Service Learning activity was a 9-week period for 8 students enrolled in Prep Center
Alternative Education Program. The students were assigned to the Pre-K School program in the
school district. Students were assigned to a classroom where they were required to teach various
educational activities suited for Pre-K students. During the first 4 ½ week of service learning,
students were recording weekly in their reflective journals. Participants assembled, after the first
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4 ½ week of their service learning activity, into two separate focus groups. Each focus group
consisted of four students. The focus group was an in-depth interviewing process which involved
each student responding verbally to a question. Questions were designed to address students’
learning attitude while performing the service learning activity while attending Prep Center. The
researcher used ATLAS.ti, a computer program for data coding. All results from the data
instruments were uploaded to the ATLAS.ti platform and randomly grouped. Based on the
responses from each participant the following themes were developed.
Research Question #1:
Focus Group: Learning Attitude
Research Question #1
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
attitude in an alternative education
program?

Themes: First 4 ½ week (Focus Groups)
• Liked the Experience
• Inquiry of Profession/Role
• Time Management/Follow Protocol

During the two guided focus group sessions, the researcher realized that the majority of
students expressed the same general enjoyment while performing their service learning activity.
Students seemed eager to report to their designated assigned classroom when they came to Prep
Center. No one complained or refused to fulfill their assigned duties. Student #5 said, “Can SL
be more days?” and Student #8 stated, “Can I volunteer at another place like Ingles?” Initially
students were happy to just get out of the regular classroom at Prep Center, but once they started
working with the Pre-K children they began to like their experience. This encouraged many to
come to school on a regular basis. This particular service learning project was well liked by Prep
students.
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Participants had no real ideal what teachers, especially Pre-k teachers, were responsible
for on a daily basis. As the Prep students fulfilled their activities alongside the Pre-k teachers
they became inquisitive about teachers in general. Student #2 stated, “How do teachers get their
job? Were they good students in school? If not, can they still be a teacher? Do they make lots of
money?”; Student #4 stated, “How much studying is done to be a teacher?” By working
alongside, the actual teachers, participants wanted to understand how one can get into this
profession.
The third theme, Time Management/Follow Protocol, was extremely rewarding for the
researcher. Many times educators feel like students do not care or understand why rules,
protocols, and timing are so crucial in the educational process. Students experienced for
themselves the importance of managing time and following protocols in their particular service
learning assignment. Student #5 shared, “Ignore the whining kids and read the story to kids
listening; place kids in timeout; follow the rule.” and Student #8 shared, “I was absent and had
to make up in a different class, so I need to come every day and be on time; this is like being a
real teacher; Fuqua you are never absent.” Now students can value and understand the need for
protocols and time management.
Research Question #1
Journal Reflections: Learning Attitude
Research Question #1
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
attitude in an alternative education
program?

Themes: First 4 ½ week (Journal Reflections)
• Feeling Good and Gaining Confidence
• Valued Being Needed/Useful
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The researcher read and reviewed written journal reflections written by students in a
composition notebook each week. Participants were provided with sentence starters to assist with
their thought and to address research question number 1. Based on journal reflections,
participants’ overall self-esteem was improved by indicating an overall experiencing good
feelings and overcoming fears which enhanced their confidence. Student #4 wrote, I came in the
room and all these children gave me a hug. I felt so special. Student #1 wrote; I finally did the
activity without screwing up or looking stupid. I like being on point. The most frequent response
students gave in regards to how this experience impacted them was simply made them feel happy
and good about themselves.
When reviewing how service learning influenced participants’ learning attitude, the
researcher discovered that Prep steps valued being needed or useful during their assignment.
Most of the students attending Prep Center have been assigned duties within the alternative
education program. These duties were purposely designed to make students be responsible for a
certain role on a regular basis. Which also curtailed negative attitudes in the classroom. Our
students needed a sense of belonging and service learning provided this need. Student #1 wrote,
The teachers really needed me to help with activities and missed me when I was not there.
Student #7 wrote, My assigned classroom teacher really depend on me for help and I like doing
this teaching stuff and will sign up again. I feel important.
Research Question #1
Second 4 ½ week of Service Learning:
At the end of the second 4 ½ week of service learning activities, two separate focus group
sessions occurred and participants were required to answer a post questionnaire. Again, the
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researcher purposely designed the instruments to address how do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning attitude in an alternative education program.
Focus Group: Learning Attitude
Research Question #1
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
attitude in an alternative education
program?

Themes: Second 4 ½ week (Focus Groups)
• Valued/Appreciated Classroom
Lessons
• Positive Learning Attitudes Through
Self-Experience

The results of the focus group results after the second 4 ½ week of service learning
activities indicated that the majority of the Prep students valued/appreciated their lessons from
their classroom instruction. The results suggest that service learning highlighted students’
understanding and application of their classroom lessons taken on Odyssey ware. Eight out of
eight participants (100%) of the participants identified academic learning as a benefit to their
service learning activity. Student #5 responded- “Like odyssey ware class work, things have to
be did in order and you can’t skip over stuff to finish quicker. You have to follow directions and
use notes just like in the class room work we do. Centers need to be done right for kids to learn.”
Student #2 responded – “My subjects helped me understand how to teach the kids and break
things down so they learn. Those long passages I had to sum up on my own helped me a bunch. I
had my group tell me about the story. Learning is important.”
The second theme, Positive learning attitudes through self-experience, the researcher was
able to hear how Prep students evaluated themselves personally as a result this service learning
experience. Many verbally shared the type of person they were and how they needed to improve
their negative ways. Also students expressed empathy for the classroom teacher as they dealt
with students who were misbehaving. Student #1 shared, “Because I was lazy in class at Prep I
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had difficulty reading to the pre-k kids and I’m in high school which did not help me, so I got to
be a good student too. I never want to feel dumb again. Next time I will be fly with my mad
reading skills. Miss Fuqua I mean good at reading.” Student #3 shared, “Being around little
children was hard work. It was not easy trying to teach others when they are bad. Now I see why
many teachers leave our school. I need to stop being one of the bad kids and maybe teachers will
stay. I hope Fuqua will stay especially for us who are at Prep. Now I see why I was sent to Prep
cause I was one of these kids who disturb the class. I thought my teacher hated me. She was tired
of me being mean to her and acting a fool.”
Research Question #1
Post- Questionnaire: Learning Attitude
Research Question #1
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
attitude in an alternative education
program?

Themes: Second 4 ½ week (Post-Questionnaire)
• Realization of a Kind, Supportive and
Generous Community
• Enjoyed Opportunity to Help Others Learn

The first theme from the post-questionnaire was the realization of a kind, supportive and
generous community. Many of the students in this southeast rural area are not aware of how
citizens within their community support their school system. Our students may see these
individuals who own or work in the local establishments and have no idea how they impact the
students in their schools. Seeing the community members working and volunteering diligently
within the Pre-k school certainly enhanced Prep students’ beliefs in the good of others and
diminished some underlying stereotypes of other cultures. For the researcher this was a
rewarding change of student attitudes and perceptions of others in their community. Student #5
indicated, The folks are really nice. The lady from the chamber paid for kids to go to the zoo. She
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would always smile and say hello to me. Student #3 wrote, They really help people that don’t
know. They give paper and pencils to every school and pay for it.
The last theme for the second 4 ½ gathered from the post-questionnaire responses was
enjoyed opportunity to help others learn. All participants indicated that it was helping children
that made the experience enjoyable. Most saw that the Pre-k children really needed additional
assistance in learning and it felt good to render a helping hand. They stepped up to the challenge
and helped others learn. Student #1 wrote, I learned how to be responsible and make sure the
kids had everything to learn because they really need help. Student #8 wrote, Doing SL allowed
me to teach kids how to read and count so they can go to the next grade.
Research Question #2:
Focus Group: Learning Behavior
Research Question #2
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education
program?

Themes: First 4 ½ week (Focus Groups)
• Gaining Confidence
• Build Character

The second research question addressed students’ learning behavior while participating in
service learning experience. The focus group questions prompted Prep students to share
behaviors they learned. Students mainly were skeptical about teaching the Pre-k children, but the
majority fortunately they discovered how this activity was not that bad after all. Gaining
confidence in their selves was an overarching theme of the participants. Student #5 shared - :
Seriously, Ms. Fuqua before I was so nervous and scared about how I’m going to teach these
children. When I started it was fine because I was the teacher and they did what I said. It was
cool because I had all my books and activities ready to teach. I really enjoyed doing this. I’m
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confident now and want to continue doing this. Student #2 shared - First, I thought I was just
going to babysit children and be stuck with them when the teacher left the classroom. It was
straight to be a teacher and have my own group of kids. I want to do more teaching soon. I did
okay with the little buggers.
The second theme the researcher obtained from the focus group responses was Build
Character. Service learning enabled Prep students to understand how negative behavior is not a
good thing and how it interferes with learning/teaching. Student #1 replied - SL will make them
see the reason they need to pay attention in class and stop acting a fool. Student #5 stated -:
Sign up for SL because it is fun, but they need to practice good manners and be a role model and
not lose their temper with kids or adults who may be rude.
Research Question #2:
Journal Reflections: Learning Behavior
Research Question #2
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education
program?

Themes: First 4 ½ week (Journal Reflections)
• Understanding the Importance of
Organizing and being Prepared
• Reflecting on Educational/Future Goals

The written responses in composition notebooks indicated to the researcher that the
participants understood a valuable lesson as adolescents. When students were assigned to the
various Pre-k classrooms, they became aware of the importance of being organized and prepared.
Participants had to follow lesson plans and execute them in a timely fashion during the course of
the day. Student #2 wrote - I hope to read first and getting ready before class from here on. This
helped. Student #1 wrote - SL helped me learn to get things ready the next day and I need to do
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the same in Prep so I see all courses I need to finish and how many credits I have. I will use my
agenda to list projects.
The next theme revealed to the researcher was reflecting on educational and future goals.
This is always a dream come true for teachers. Educators realize this is main path students need
to acquire, better sooner than later, at some point of their educational journey. Service learning
helped think about intra and inter personal qualities, with the main one being career direction or
other options after graduating. Student #2 wrote - I seriously need to start deeply looking at a
CTAE pathway and pass the courses so I can walk next year. I can’t wait to get my own
paycheck. Student #7 wrote - I have to think more deeply about first graduating and then what
I’m going do like what job can I do.
Despite the grade levels, all the participants (8 out of 8) responded similar comments
which dealt with their futures before and after graduating.
Research Question #2
Focus Group: Learning Behavior
Research Question #2
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education
program?

Themes: Second 4 ½ week (Focus Groups)
• Taking More Action in Learning
• Learning to Solve Problems

The second 4 ½ week of focus group sessions produced evidence that Service Learning
influenced students’ learning behavior. The first theme was Taking More Action in Learning.
Prep students had discovered new perspectives in regards to their education. Self-evaluations
were verbalized indicating steps or actions that needed to take place. Student #5 shared - Yes,
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cause SL had me thinking what will I do when I leave GCHS and be on my own. I got to get a
pathway and take classes for it and stop all the drama cause I’m about to be grown. Student #8
shared - Doing SL showed me that I need to learn a bunch of things in life cause I need to
graduate and get paid.
The second theme was Leaning to Solve Problems. This was a eureka moment for the
students in the study. In times past, students were stumped on solving problems. Usually the
results snowballed into bigger problems with an unfortunate resolution. Service learning enabled
participants to handle problems in an appropriate manner. Student #4 replied- At times I felt bad
for the punishing these babies, but this one kid kept spitting so I just didn’t pay him any attention
then finally I put him in timeout and the joker stop spitting on people. I would say want to go to
timeout and he said no and that was the end. I was like a mother who wasn’t playing I was dead
serious and he knew what time it was. Always use the rules teacher use. Student #7 replied - At
first reading out loud was a problem, but I took the book home with me to read the next day. I
read those baby books each night.
Research Question #2
Second 4 ½ week of Service Learning
Post-Questionnaire: Learning Behavior
Research Question #2
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education
program?

Themes: Second 4 ½ week (Post Questionnaire)
• Experienced Real-World Learning
Through Service
• Self-Evaluation of Future Outlook
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The post-questionnaire results were analyzed after the second 4 ½ week of service
learning activities. The first theme was Experienced Real-World Learning through Service. Prep
students responded to the following question, which addressed their learning behavior: Would
you recommend a service learning activity to you peers? Why or why not? One hundred percent
(8 out of 8 students) agreed that they would recommend service learning activities to their peers.
This hands-on experience demonstrated to the participants how their education played a vital role
in their service activity, enough though they were not in an actual classroom themselves, they
were learning. Student #8 wrote - Yeah, then they will see how important school is and won’t be
getting in trouble, but listening to Ms. Fuqua. Student #6 wrote - I would tell them to sign up and
they will see the real world for sure. Then you will be serious about doing your assignments in
class and not goofing off.
The second theme obtained by the researcher was Self-Evaluation of Future Outlook.
The question posed to the participants was: Do you believe this activity is relevant to your
future? Explain how. The researcher asked this question to determine how students’ learning
behavior benefitted from participating in service learning. The theme spells it out very clearly.
Students were able to reassess themselves individually and it was amazing. Student #5 responded
- Well, I really start thinking, I can’t even work at Mc Donald if I don’t graduate. I need to get
my shit together like now. Sorry Fuqua I’m just being real right now. Student #1 responded - SL
showed me that I need to learn a bunch of things in life so I can get a job and my own place.
First, get off of probation and not get knocked up. Stop disrespecting people like my grandma
and teachers since I know they trying to help me.
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Research Question #3:
Focus Group: Social Skills
Research Question #3
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ social skills in
an alternative education program?

Themes: First 4 ½ week (Focus Groups)
• Self-Control /Management
• Communication/Soft-Skills

The focus groups questions were designed to address students’ social skills after
participating in the service activity. Students assembled in their two separate focus groups to
verbally share their responses to questions asked by the researcher. The question was: Tell about
an interaction you experienced while participating in service learning? Based on the students’
responses the theme depicted was Self-Control/Management. The participants had experienced
several incidents where they were challenged to exhibit self-control and manage themselves
appropriately. Student #5 indicated - – I helped at the front desk by answering the phone, so I
answer saying good morning can I help you and the parent was mad and yelling, I put her on
hold and got Ms. Jones. I did not want to cuss her out cause then I would be written up. I was
nice, but that made me mad. Student #8 stated - When teaching some of these bad kids I had to
make sure that I was nice and not yell or roll my eyes. I would tell them to please sit down and
listen or trace the letter real nicely with a smile.
The next theme developed was Communication/Soft-Skills. The question Prep students
provided feedback on was: What advice would you have for other students who choose to
participate in service learning? Study participants realized that smiling, using a pleasant tone
voice, saying please and thank you, having eye contact and using proper English goes a long way
when dealing with people. Student #2 shared - At the PTA I greeted parents with a smile and
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helped them sign-in and I saw Ms. Boyd my 3rd grade teacher and she made me smile because
she gave a hug and said look at Miss _____. Student #6 stated - – I worked with the puppet lady
and I talked proper not ghetto so the kids would know how to be respected when they get older.
Research Question #3
Journal Reflections: Social Skills
Research Question #3
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ social skills
in an alternative education program?

Themes: First 4 ½ week (Journal Reflections)
• Demonstrated Positive Behavior
• Automatically Used Positive
Communication Skills

The data results from the journal reflections suggested the theme Demonstrated Positive
Behavior after the first 4 ½ week time frame. In the weekly record composition notebooks,
student participants wrote their answers to the following question: One of the things that
surprised me was… Prep students proved to the researcher that they want to do the right thing,
but they just needed a chance to do so and they did it well. Student #6 wrote - I thought about
cussing this mean lady out but I knew it would be wrong and I said nothing, Fuqua would have
sent me home for 3 days easily. No SL for me. Student #4 - I was shocked how I handled the rude
little boy. I followed the rules and it all worked out.

The second theme revealed from the instruments results was entitled Automatically Used
Positive Communication Skills. The question that was created to obtain information on
participants’ social skills was: Something I have found out about myself…. The researcher noted
how open and honest students were when sharing what they discovered about themselves. Prep
students are aware of how they need to speak properly to all individuals, but amongst their peers
they choose not to use acceptable language. While participating in their service learning
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assignment six out of six student responses confirmed their use of positive communication.
Student #2 recorded - Something I found out about myself is that I can switch and be polite when
I had to and this went good. Not once did I yell at anyone. Student #5 wrote - I found myself
talking proper and saying thank you and welcome. This was different for me and it was not fake.
Research Question #3
Second 4 ½ week: Service Learning
Focus Group: Social Skills
Research Question #3
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ social skills
in an alternative education program?

Themes: Second 4 ½ week (Focus Group)
• Respect Others and Take Responsibility
• Learning to Solve Problems

The next 4 ½ week of service learning focus groups data analysis theme was Respect
Others and Take Responsibility. The researcher asked the following question: What were the
benefits of participating in the service learning activity? Student #1 said - Man! I was never
written up or sent home. I was acting nice and being nice to others and the funny part I didn’t
get mad when the kids were mean to me either. Fuqua you need to let me go to pre-k everyday
cause I will be nice and smiling at everyone even to J---- who is the reason why I am at Prep
which was wild. Student #2 replied - Getting out of the classroom was cool and I did what I was
supposed to do. I was a role model child and teachers were pleased at how I acted. I did my best
not to go off and act like I had common sense every day.
The next theme was Learning to Solve Problems. The question was for the focus group:
What new skill have you learned since begging your service? Student #5 shared - Many times I
had to work with another center, different kids and figure what the heck to do, so I didn’t feel
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stupid. I looked at all centers and saw what to do. Student #2 learned - Always follow the
schedule, but be ready to switch up cause pre-k had so many things going on so I had two
activities just in case.
Research Question #3
Post-Questionnaire: Social Skills
Research Question #3
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ social skills
in an alternative education program?

Themes: Second 4 ½ week (Post-Questionnaire)
• Self-Evaluation of Social Skill area that
Needed Improvement

The post-questionnaire question for the participants was the following: Identify two or
more areas where you feel you could have used additional guidance and learning in order to be
more effective. Student #6 wrote - I could have used help with saying hi first and smiling at folks
first so they won’t think I’m mean or bad. And yeah, shaking hands and look them in the eyes like
Fuqua said. It felt funny. Student #5 replied - Being shy and afraid of speaking in front of
strangers was crazy because I am such a tough person, but I needed help being in front and
stumbling over words it was messed up.
Summary
The student driven data collected in this study revealed several import themes which
addressed all three research questions. The majority of the participants initially experienced
personal enjoyment and fulfillment, along with their own assessment of how beneficial their time
serving was for them and others. Students felt strongly that their service activities were
beneficial to them personally in a developmental sense. There were common intra and inter
personal qualities that they described included improvement in: patience, gratitude, overcoming
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fears, social skills, education/career direction, and overall self-esteem. The majority of students
felt service learning was a critical lesson that not only reinforced their academic content, but
actually made it more hands-on and memorable than the traditional classroom learning.
Especially, they found the guided questions and journaling to be helpful in forcing them to
ponder and analyze their experiences that occurred.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
Careful examination of a service learning activity for students in a southeast rural
alternative education program (Prep Center) provided findings that offer interesting contributions
to several ongoing scholarly discussions. This qualitative study supports service learning as a
viable teaching tool and one that most students are attracted to as a welcome alternative to
traditional school assignments. Findings that will be discussed in greater detail in this chapter
include the following: First, the study produced evidence about how service learning influenced
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education program. Second, the study produced
evidence about how service learning influenced students’ learning behavior in an alternative
education program. Finally, the study produced evidence about how service learning influenced
students’ social skills in an alternative education program. In this chapter I will discuss each of
the sets of findings as they connect to the literature review in Chapter 2. Then I will provide
attention to the implications of this study for teachers, the limitations of the study, and the
directions it provides for future research.
Restatement of the Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to determine students’ self-perception of the benefits of
service learning while enrolled in an alternative education program. A review of the literature on
service learning; alternative education program; at-risk students; learning attitude; learning
behavior; and social skills led to the development of the following research questions, which
guided this research:
1. How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning attitude in
an alternative education program?
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2. How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning behavior
in an alternative education program?
3. How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social skills in an
alternative education program?

Summary of Major Findings
This study highlighted each participant experience of self-reported improvement in their
learning attitude, learning behavior, and social skills. Students readily perceived personally
fulfilling benefits of the service learning experience. The findings of the study connect with the
standards of quality service learning outlined by the National Service-Learning Clearinghouse
(2013) which reported improved academics, attendance, social behaviors, personal insight and
thinking process for school aged children. The major findings of this study is displayed in Figure
3.
Figure 3. The major findings of this study.
Research Question # 1
How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning attitude
in an alternative education program?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Themes (Instruments – Research Focus – Time Frame)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liked the Experience (Focus Group/Learning Attitude/ First 4 ½ week)
Inquiry of Profession/Role (Focus Group/Learning Attitude/ First 4 ½ week)
Time Management/Follow Protocol (Focus Group/Learning Attitude/ First 4 ½ week)
Feeling Good and Gaining Confidence (Journal Reflections/Learning Attitude/ First 4 ½ week)
Valued Being Needed/Useful (Journal Reflections/Learning Attitude/ First 4 ½ week)
Valued/Appreciated Classroom Lessons (Focus Group/Learning Attitude/ Second 4 ½ week)
Positive Learning Attitude Through Self-Experience (Focus Group/Learning Attitude/ Second
4 ½ week)
Realization of a Kind, Supportive and Generous Community (Post Questionnaire/Learning
Attitude/ Second 4 ½ week)
Enjoyed Opportunity to Help Others Learn (Post Questionnaire/Learning Attitude/ Second 4
½ week)

______________________________________________________________________________
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Research Question # 2
How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education program?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Themes (Instruments – Research Focus – Time Frame)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gaining Confidence (Focus Group/ Learning Behavior/ First 4 ½ week)
Build Character (Focus Group/ Learning Behavior/ First 4 ½ week)
Understanding the Importance of Organizing and being Prepared (Journal Reflections/
Learning Behavior/ First 4 ½ week)
Reflecting on Educational/Future Goals (Journal Reflections/ Learning Behavior/ First 4 ½
week)
Taking More Action in Learning (Focus Group/ Learning Behavior/ Second 4 ½ week)
Learning to Solve Problems (Focus Group/ Learning Behavior/ Second 4 ½ week)
Experienced Real-World Learning Through Service (Post Questionnaire/ Learning Behavior/
Second 4 ½ week)
Self-Evaluation of Future Outlook (Post Questionnaire/ Learning Behavior/ Second 4 ½ week)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Research Question # 3
How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social skills in
an alternative education program?
______________________________________________________________________________
Themes (Instruments – Research Focus – Time Frame)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-Control /Management (Focus Group/Social Skills/ First 4 ½ week)
Communication/Soft-Skills (Focus Group/Social Skills/ First 4 ½ week)
Demonstrated Positive Behavior (Journal Reflections/Social Skills/ First 4 ½ week)
Automatically Used Positive Communication Skills (Journal Reflections/Social Skills/ First 4
½ week)
Respect Others and Take Responsibility (Focus Group/Social Skills/ Second 4 ½ week)
Learning to Solve Problems (Focus Group/Social Skills/ Second 4 ½ week)
Learning Interpersonal Skills (Focus Group/Social Skills/ Second 4 ½ week)
Self-Evaluation of Social Skill area that Needed Improvement (Post Questionnaire/Social
Skills/ Second 4 ½ week)

______________________________________________________________________________
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Themes Categorized
____________________________________________________________________________
Weak Themes
Themes are considered weak if less than 50% of the participants’ responses were similar.
These themes are eliminated.
Inquiry of Profession and Role – Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
Self-Control/ Management – Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
Learning Interpersonal Skills – Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
Self-Evaluation of Social Skills areas that Needed Improvement – Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of
8 student responses.
________________________________________________________________________
Strong Themes
Themes are considered strong if equal/greater than 50% of the participants’ responses were similar.
These themes are retained. Research questions answered: (#1. LA) – Learning Attitude; (#2. LB) –
Learning Behavior; and (#3. SS) - Social Skills
Liked the Experience– Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Time Management/ Follow Protocol – Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses (#2. LB)
Feeling Good and Gaining Confidence– Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Valued Being Needed/Useful – Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Valued/Appreciated Classroom Lessons - Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 8 student responses (#1.
LA)

Positive Learning Attitudes through Self-Experience - Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student
responses (#1. LA)
Realization of a Kind, Supportive and Generous Community - Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8
student responses (#2. LB)
Enjoyed Opportunity to Help Others Learn - Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses
(#1. LA)

Gaining Confidence - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Build Confidence - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Understanding the Importance of Organizing and being Prepared - Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out
of 5 student responses (#2. LB)
Reflecting on Educational/Future Goals - Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses (#2.
LB)
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Taking More Serious Action in Learning - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#2.
LB)

Learning to Solve Problems - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#2. LB)
Experienced Real-World Learning Through Service - Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student
responses (#2. LB)
Self-Evaluation of Future Outlook - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#2. LB)
Communication/Soft-Skills - Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses (#3. SS)
Demonstrated Positive Behavior - Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 6 student responses (#3. SS)
Automatically Used Positive Communication Skills - Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 6 student
responses (#3. SS)
Respect Others and Take Responsibility - Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses
Learning to Solve Problems - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#2. LB)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Combined Themes
Themes are considered similar. These themes were combined into one theme.
Feeling Good and Gaining Confidence– Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Gaining Confidence - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
Build Confidence - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#1. LA)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Reflecting on Educational/Future Goals - Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses (#2.
LB)

Self-Evaluation of Future Outlook - Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses (#2. LB)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Communication/Soft-Skills - Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses (#3. SS)
Automatically Used Positive Communication Skills - Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 6 student
responses (#3. SS)
Research Question #1: How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning
attitude in an alternative education program?
The data analysis revealed that the majority of the participants liked the experience service
learning provided them. They enjoyed the opportunity to help other children learn. Students overall felt
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good about their service learning assignment, which enabled them to gain confidence in meeting new
people and taking charge as a student teacher. As Prep students worked alongside many members of the
community, they came to the realization that they live in a community where people are genuinely kind
and supportive of helping school children in many ways. Participants experienced how their academic
deficits placed them at a disadvantage when executing lesson activities for Pre-K classes. These moments
made students realize the value of their classwork and a need to improve academically.
Research Question #2: How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education program?
The data analysis revealed that Prep students were more serious about their learning. They came
to the alternative classroom and started, without being prompted by teachers, on their daily educational
goals. Many even opted out of going to the gym for PE class and remained in the class to work on lessons
on Odyssey ware. Participants explained how they experienced real-world learning during the time of
service activity. They interacted with many different adults and of course children, which students had to
put their knowledge to work. Participants were responsible for preparing lessons, following
procedures/protocols, being prepared, organized, and most of all learning to solve problems on their own.
These responsibilities assisted Prep students in gaining confidence and working towards a positive future.

Research Question #3: How do students perceive that service learning influences students’ social
skills in an alternative education program?
The data analysis revealed Prep students showed respect towards others and took responsibility
for their actions. They smiled, used kind words and tone of voice, polite and owned their mistakes by
apologizing. When placed in stressful situations, participants refrained from using profanity and yelling.
Instead they maintained their composure and responded positively. Soft skills improved for these 8
participants during the 9 weeks of service learning.
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Discussion of the Findings
The data from this study supported the claims from the National Youth Leadership
Council (2008) that the more students were able to interact directly with people that they served,
the more they believed that their time was important. They believed in helping others, and most
of them had a personally fulfilling experience for themselves. Prep students consistently
expressed their enjoyment in terms of how happy they were serving, how serving helped them
socially by working with other people, how they felt like a role model, and how people were
repeatedly glad to see them weekly. This is a critical issue to current teachers seeking to
incorporate service learning experiences for their students within the classroom. The results here
indicate that service learning activities will likely attract most students and maintain their
enjoyment and personal benefits. As previously noted in the literature review, Billig and Klute
(2002) stressed the importance of the preparation stage that started with students, with assistance
from teachers, identifying a need and starting the research. Teachers create classroom activities
to help students personalize their work. This brings about empowerment to our students who
need a sense of positive self-control. According to Shumer (1997) if students have
responsibilities for activities that come with real consequences, students are more likely to take
their assignment seriously. The definition for service learning used in this study was created
jointly by Westat and Chapman (1999) and Scales and Roehlkepartain (2004) which stated
service-learning is defined as curriculum-based community service completed through school
that integrates classroom instruction with community service activities. The service must:
a) relate to an academic course or curriculum
b) have clearly stated learning objectives
c) address real community needs
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d) help students in obtaining lessons from service based on regular schedules,
organized reflection or critical analysis activities, such as classroom
discussions presentations, or directed writing.
The K-12 Service Learning Standards for Quality Practice offers resources to benchmark
for evaluating and assessing the effect of service learning programs on students. When teachers
provide the service learning with clear, measurable and actionable standards the activity is more
likely to show positive results in the eight standard domains: duration and intensity; link to
curriculum; partnerships; meaningful youth voice; reflection, diversity and progress monitoring.
This is crucial because most of the learning will occur outside of the regular classroom setting
(Billig & Weah, 2008).
Lerner, Dowling, & Anderson (2003) discovered when adolescents take part in service
learning, benefits are detected early during their participation. It is during this moment many of
our students starting focusing on their future, engaging in social relationships, and begin to
contribute to their own lives in a positive way. This project confirmed that service learning
reinforces student thinking on their next steps of their educational goals. All 8 Prep student
responses in the focus group sessions, post-questionnaire and the journal reflections confirmed a
unanimous intent to review their status concerning classes, credits, steps needed for graduation
and promotion to the next grade.
In general, this study supports the body of research on service learning’s connection to
students’ personal inter and intra development (Billing et al., 2008; Hebert & Hauf, 2005).
Research data indicate that service learning can positively affect student academic success,
enhance their connection to school, bring awareness to feelings about self, and social behavior
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(Scales, Blyth, Berkas, & Kielsmeier, 2000). During the 9-week service learning activity, the
Prep students responded via journal reflections, focus group sessions, and post-questionnaire
responses in regards to ways they need to change themselves personally. They understood the
importance of letting go of the negative behaviors, focusing on how to improve grades, and
maintaining soft-skills. They worked daily on making these three areas a priority during and after
the service learning activity.
In a general sense, Prep students indicated that their service learning activity was an
enjoyable and worthwhile to them. More specifically, our students shared that they received the
most enjoyment out of the service learning experience because they were needed and appreciated
for their volunteering and they learned valuable life lessons during the entire process. The
perceived benefit and the majority of the overarching themes obtained from the results of the
data instruments indicated that the benefits of this study was personally fulfilling and
enlightening to all participants.
Connections between Student Service Learning and Student Learning Attitude
Research study conducted by Scales, Blyth, Berkas, and Kielsmeier (2000) suggest that
service learning can affect academic results, improve connection to school and increase selfesteem. As the researcher, I can attest that this was evident for the participants in this study.
Students themselves perceived a better understanding of why their education is a key part of life
and how they also need to revamp their negative attitudes. This self-perception was critical to
students’ own identity and affects their ability to increase their self-esteem. Specifically, the Prep
students that participated in the service learning activity felt that their experiences were
beneficial to themselves and helped develop the following attributes: feeling good; gaining
confidence; valuing being needed; appreciating classroom lessons; having a kind supportive
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community; and enjoying helping others. Hecht and Fusco’s (1996) study involved middle and
high school students participating in service for a 10-week period. The students showed positive
effects on social perceptions and attitudes. They wrote reflections in journal, and discussed their
experiences in class twice weekly. At the end, students shared that the service learning
experience provided unique learning opportunities, but most of all they had a chance to express
personal values.
The research conducted by Melchoir & Bailis (2002) reported the improvement of
students’ attitudes towards their education and this was evident in their performance. The
participants from Prep Center expressed their positive feelings regarding school, course lessons,
and ways to be a better student. This positive attitude towards school in general was reflected in
Odyssey ware online courses and on state mandated assessments.
Connections between Student Service Learning and Student Learning Behavior
There was a strong connection between student learning and behavior (Furco, 2007). As
the principal of the Alternative Education program, behavior is a main focus of concern for
students and teachers as well. Teachers need strategies to curtail the various negative classroom
disruptions, which interferes with student learning. Creating a service learning period within the
curriculum allows students to volunteer and then reflect on those experiences in class. SL
(service learning) makes the connection of lesson content and volunteering outside of the
classroom. With this being the case, it would be important to reassure teachers that SL
experiences are a valuable teaching strategy that will reinforce subject content and well worth the
time spent. Evidence of this effect could possibly motivate more teachers to sacrifice valuable
instruction time to engage in SL.
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More importantly the service-learning activities must connect directly to the academic
curriculum. The National Service –Learning Cooperative (Scales & Roehlkepartain, 2004)
highlights the importance of involving students in challenging tasks that require them to utilize
their classroom knowledge and skill during the experience.
Reviewing the participants of this study own perspectives from the data, it was obvious
that they all agreed that SL reinforced the English Language Arts and reading comprehension to
a great degree of their volunteering. Prep students consistently felt that service learning allowed
them to experience the content in a more active, experiential, hands-on way. Now they had a
better understanding the importance of classroom lessons, which they now value, and using their
knowledge in “real-world” situations. They shared how the experience made learning more
personal and therefore memorable for them. All eight of the students reported that their journal
reflections, focus group sessions, and post-questionnaire helped them analyze and make sense of
their SL experience in relation to their subjects. Now this was the change in their behavior when
it related to Odyssey ware assignments. When the focus changed to completing assignments and
projects while in the Prep Center classroom, classroom disruptions decreased. Students were
cognitive of actions that would cause them to receive a behavior referral, so they would selfcorrect or even apologize for not following rules and protocols while in the alternative setting. A
few students, who participated in the study, would ask if they could remove themselves from a
certain classroom in order to avoid negative conflict. This was a welcomed change for the
teachers at the Prep Center.
Researchers Cramer and Bennett (2015) stated that students need to work with different
and unfamiliar people in the community so they can understand the shared value of education.
As the eight participants interacted with the community during their service activity, they all
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realized that these people cared about them succeeding in school. This knowledge instantly
changed any negative perceptions they previous had about these strange people in their
community.

Connections between Student Service Learning and Student Social Skills
Service learning is a natural opportunity to enhance mental health to combat troubling
issues such as emotional upset, substance abuse, truancy, violence, and academic failure for
school aged children (Adelman & Taylor, 2005; Bear, Manning, & Izard, 2003; Stone & Dahir,
2006; Wilczenki & Coomey, 2007). There is evidence that indicated that social emotional
competence actually promotes resiliency and enables academic learning (Bear, Manning, &
Izard, 2003). Service learning opportunities could be arranged to teach empathy, social skills, as
well as emotional and behavior techniques while addressing academic issues (Billig, 2003;
Bullock & Fitzsimons-Lovett, 1997; Kraft & Wheeler, 2003; Peterson & Seligman, 2004;
Piliavan, 2003). Our students discovered a sense of themselves during the service experience.
They noticed how they conducted themselves in a pleasant and respectable manner. Yes, they
may have felt nervous or even scared at first, but once they knew their role and the purpose, they
made necessary adjustments to complete their tasks. Prep students were enlightened by changes
in their communication, their responses to stressful situations, and more importantly how this
continued even in the classroom with their peers. As an educator, this self-perception is vital to
my students’ own identity and affects their ability to view themselves as role models with
valuable self-worth, independence and confidence, while enrolled in an alternative school
setting. The very nature of the service learning activity allowed our students the opportunity to
overcome their initial fears and anxieties and to practice patience and social skills.
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Implications
The findings of this study make a compelling argument for the implementation of service
learning in the classroom curriculum. As an educator, it was crucial to produce practical findings
for teachers to establish a successful service learning activity. It is very important that teachers
understand what types of features and supports students find most appealing and helpful. First,
teachers should be aware that service learning is an engaging, hands-on learning tool which most
students immediately view as a welcome substitute to traditional school assignments. Teachers
should review their content and find ways to make community partnerships. For example, I
partnered with the local Pre-K school in our district to assist with their reading initiative. When
these experiences occur, they need to be combined with reflection journaling, questionnaire, and
class discussion reflection, which promote academic learning and retention. Finally, educators
should be assured that these experiences give students the opportunity to practice and develop
important character traits like the one’s depicted in this study: patience, gratitude, confidence to
overcome fears, social skills, appreciation for diversity, career direction and overall self-esteem.
In my opinion, I feel that these outcomes are more valuable than specific content in preparing
our students for a successful transition to their future educational, career, and life endeavors.
Recommendations for Future Studies
Since the findings of the research address several important questions related to the
implementation of service learning, I could see additional reasons for further research. Future
additional studies could include a compare and contrast of the type of service site. As noted from
the data instruments, students constantly stated how they liked working with little children at the
Pre-K program. I found myself wondering if this mattered and if so in what ways. For example,
did my students prefer working with small children? Or would they prefer adults. Do students
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prefer one on one or small groups? Do students prefer structured or unstructured activities?
Why? How would the benefits differ in these particular settings? A compare and contrast focused
study would rule out some of these differences and assist teachers in structuring their own
programs around students’ needs.
Conclusion
This research provides further evidences of the value of service learning for students. In
this study, students experienced meaningful benefits that reportedly affected their learning
attitude, learning behavior and social skills. The student driven data collected in this study
revealed several important themes summarized. The majority of the participants initially
experienced personal enjoyment and fulfillment, along with their own assessment of how
beneficial their time serving was for them and others. Students felt strongly that their service
activities were beneficial to them personally in a developmental sense. There were common intra
and inter personal qualities that they described included improvement in: patience, gratitude,
overcoming fears, social skills, education/career direction, and overall self-esteem. The majority
of students felt service learning was a critical lesson that not only reinforced their academic
content, but actually made it more hands-on and memorable than the traditional classroom
learning, Student #5 – Like odyssey ware class work, things have to be did in order and you can’t
skip over stuff to finish quicker. You have to follow directions and use notes just like in the class
room work we do. Centers need to be done right for kids to learn. Student #2 – My subjects
helped me understand how to teach the kids and break things down so they learn. Those long
passages I had to sum up on my own helped me a bunch. I had my group tell me about the story.
Learning is important. Especially, they found the guided questions and journaling to be helpful
in forcing them to ponder and analyze their experiences that occurred.
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The significance of this study was to provide my students, who are enrolled in an
alternative school setting, with the necessary tools and resources for a quality educational
experience. These eight participants needed to see for themselves real-world applications of their
coursework in order to understand the importance of school. In the end, service learning
addressed the key issues of improving student learning attitude, learning behavior, and social
skills. The findings of the study not only contribute to the scarcity of literature in the study of
service learning, but also provide evidence that students having practiced service learning benefit
in their learning attitude, learning behavior and social skills. Students in the study spoke up in
supporting of service learning activities which other school systems nationwide are strongly
encouraged to try.
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APPENDIX A
These are questions that will be focused on their participation in service learning
at the alternative setting. Weekly students will be asked to record their thoughts, feelings and
experiences of the service activity in a reflective journal, which will provided by the researcher.
Finally, students will be required to answer a post-questionnaire at the conclusion of the
research.
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APPENDIX A
ATLAS.TI – Focus Group

They need volunteers;
they volunteer; want to
help others; very polite
and nice; friendly;
always smiling; provide
school supplies and
treats; like children.

Read book before
class; be on time;
take notes; ask
questions; never
be absent; stay
longer; SL be
every day.

What did you learn
about the people
and community?
How could
you have
improved this
service
learning
experience?

What were
the things
that could be
changed to
make this
experience
better?

Learn names of kids;
start from day one to
end of school year;
longer hours; create
more activities; be on
time; help teacher
prepare centers; lead
other centers.

Teaching the letter of the
day and preparing
students for lunch. (7th
grader; 9th grader; 10th
grader)

How do students
perceive that
service learning
influences
studeny's learning
attitude in an
alternative
education
program?

Share your
service
learning
experience,
including the
type of activity
performed.

What would
you like to learn
more about,
related to this
project, object
or issue?

Reading a story each
time and going over
characters, setting, who,
what, when and why and
recess duty. (2 -10th
graders; 8th grader)
Assist with computer lab
activities; logging in and
guiding students on
learning programs. (11th
grader)
Worked with non-verbal
student with flash cards
and identifying objects,
along with hand gestures.
(11th grader)

What
questions do
you have?

Why so many kids in a class; do bad
children go home; do they get
homework; what do the 3yr old
class learn about; how does the deaf
student learn; can SL be a regular
elective; why teachers use their
money to buy supplies; can we do
SL every grade level; can we go to
other places like the bank south.
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How teachers get their job;
why the kids do some many
activities; what do teacher
do in meetings; why do they
take naps; are the graded or
have report cards; Why so
many students in one
classroom; what do the 3yr
old class do.

ATLAS.TI – Focus Group
Disliked the bad kids;
wished SL was longer;
when things changed;
liked being treated like an
adult; the hugs from
students were nice; Being
in charge was fun; liked
feeling important.

Make SL longer;
more hours; daily;
create more
activities; stay all
day; teach older
children; go on the
field trips; go to
other classrooms.

What sorts of
things make
you feel
uncomfortable
when working
in the
community?
Why?

What did
you
like/dislike
about you
experience?
?

If you could
change anything
about your
service learning
experience what
would it be?

Before (nervous;
unsure; scared).
During (good;
better; okay;
not scared);
confident; good;
happy I signed
up; want to do
more SL).

Rude behavior; kids crying;
shaking hands; introducing
myself; reading on front of
strangers; sharing my
goals; talking to strangers;
saying things wrong;
looking stupid

What have
you learned
about your
community?

How do students
perceive that
service learning
influences students’
learning behaviors
in an alternative
education program?

How did you
feel before,
during, and
after service
at your
particular
site?

How did you
view your
ability to
make a
difference in
your
community?

Do you think
your
experience
changed your
motivation to
do service in
the future?
How? Why?

People are nice;
good; want to help
kids; generous;
love children;
always happy; give
the school lots of
supplies; pay for
field trips and tshirts,

Have you ever
felt
hopelessness,
despair,
discouraged or
burnt out
related to your
service?

All 8 students
responded:
No; nope;
never

Or why not?

Working really helped the teacher who
had so much to do; I was another
person to teach the kids; three people
was good for all the children in one
class; I helped Ms. Gray by making
copies; the school saved money because
I was not paid; I helped by teaching the
little children to read; by doing things
the teacher did helped her a lot. If I
was assigned another activity it helped
both teachers.

Definitely, it was good to get out of class;
yes, I just felt good helping; yes, I
learned a lot; yes, it was fun; yes, it
made me think about a job; I want to
find my strengths; I need to find out
what other places are like to work for;
yes, so I can learn want to do to work in
certain business; yeah, so I can get a job
after graduation somewhere.
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ATLAS.TI – Focus Group
Need help; nice
people; want
volunteers; caring;
giving; want kids to do
good; they volunteer a
lot; helpful.

Did not review the
book; not prepared
teacher took over;
forgot schedule in
wrong class; late not
able to read.

Have you made any
mistakes at your
site? If not, why do
you think this is, if
so, how did you
handle the situation
or address the
mistake?

Prepare
before; be on
time; ask
questions; SL
longer hours;
SL more days.

How could you
have improved
the service
learning
experience?

What were the
things that could
be changed to
make this
experience better?

Work longer
hours; more days;
get paid; do other
places; teach entire
class; remember
speak instead of
nodding; say thank
&welcome

What have
you learned
about your
community?

A lady helped me at my
center; I worked with
the puppet lady; I
checked parents in; I
answered the phone;
janitor and I set up
tables for bake sale;
covered the front office.

Tell about an
interaction you
experienced while
participating in
service learning?

Explain how you
cooperated with
others during
the service
assignment?

How do students
perceive that
service learning
influences students’
social skills in an
alternative
education program?

Worked 2
classes;
worked a
new time;
switched
projects
with
classmate.

What advice would
you have for other
students who choose
to participate in
service learning?
What were
the things
that could be
changed to
make this
experience
better?

Do it because
it is fun; you
learn a lot; not
easy

How did you
view your
ability to make
a difference in
your
community?

Felt good to
help; I was
proud; Very
happy

Be prepared; stay
all day; do more
activities; go to
other classes;
attend the field
trips
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APPENDIX B
Reflective Journals
(A)
Attitude

(B)
Learning
Behavior

(S)
Social
Skill

A

B
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A
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B

A
A
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A
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A

B
B

S
S

B

S

A

Sentence starters
As a Record of What Happened
The most important event that happened for me today was…..
Thinking back over the day what I valued the most was…..
I am not sure why we …..
Something funny that happened was …..
Insights Into What You Think and Feel About Ideas or Issues
One of the things that surprised me was …..
I still am shocked by …...
I keep thinking about …….
I really did not understand …..
I felt really frustrated when …..
It seems to me that the question I have to consider is ……
When I heard the speaker I felt …….
Something I would like to find more about is …….
Thinking About Your Own Learning
Something I have found out about myself ….
I know I need to change the way I ……
I really admire the way …..
I learn best when ……
I need to go over ……
I need to ask for more help about ……
What I have learned today reminds me about ……
Thinking More Deeply
I believe ………
My point of view is …..
I still maintain that …….
I agree with ………..
I disagree with ……..
I strongly oppose ……
I have reconsidered …….
Thinking About Alternative Points of View
I feel really angry when people don’t agree with me because ……
I find it hard to listen to other people’s ideas because ……
When I heard what the others in my group thought I was surprised
because ……
I would never have thought about the problem in that way ….
I like to consider others points of view because ……
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Reflective Journals
(A)
Attitude

(B)
Learning
Behavior

(S)
Social
Skill

Sentence starters

Conclusions
In the future I would like to ……

A

B

A

B

S

I hope I can learn to ……..

B

S

I have to think more deeply about ……

A

When I read over my journal reflections I am surprised at how my
thinking has changed because ….

(Thorpe, 2004)
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APPENDIX C
Post Questionnaire
(A)
Attitude

(B)
Learning
Behavior

(S)
Social
Skill

A
A
A
B

S

A
A
A

B
B

S
S

A

B
B

S
S

A

B

A

S

A

B

S

A

B

S

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

S

Questions
1.Share something that changed your learning attitude. Explain.
2.Share something that changed your learning behavior. Explain
3. Share something that changed your social skills. Explain.
4. What have you learned about your community?
5. What values, opinion, beliefs have changed?
6. What were the benefits of participating in the service learning activity?
7. What new skills have you learned since begging your service?
8. What are the best things you discovered about your community?
9. What were some challenges you faced in your service learning
experience? Did you overcome the challenges or were they unresolved?
10. How did your service learning experience relate to reading, math, civic,
and science course assignments?
11. Identify two or three areas where you feel that you could have used
additional guidance and learning in order to be more effective?
12. Do you believe this activity experience is relevant to your future?
Explain how.
13. What was your opinion about the service learning before your started
the assignment and after?
14. How did your class assignments prepare u=you for your service
learning activity?
15.How did you view your ability to make a difference in your community?
16.Would you recommend a service learning activity to your peers? Why
or why not?
17. If you could change anything about your service learning experience
what would it be?

(Learning Inventory, 1981)
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LIST OF DIAGRAMS AND TABLES

Diagram 1
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students
perceive that
service learning
influences
studeny's learning
attitude in an
alternative
education
program?

What would you like to
learn more about,
related to this project,
object or issue?

How could you have
improved this
service learning
experience?

Participants: 8 Students

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 - Curious how much teachers get paid; what do teachers
do in meetings? Do they have to go? Can they send bad kids home?
Can SL be more days? Not on Fridays cause my PO comes which is
embarrassing.

Student #5 – Ignore the whining kids and read the story
to kids listening; place kids in timeout, follow the rules; I
could not play with them because they did not want to
get their work done.

Student #2 –How teachers get their job. Were they good students in
school? If not, can they still be a teacher? Do they make lots of
money? Who divide the children into the rooms? Why are all the bad
kids in the same room?

Student #2 – Be on time, but I have a hard time getting
up; it would be nice if I stayed longer at Pre-K and help
them more. I would be happy when I get rid of my ankle
monitor cause it beeps sometimes. I need to charge it and
go to bed earlier. I am student teacher now, check please.

Student #1 – Why so many students in one classroom; why do they
take naps; what do the 3yr old class do? Can I help in this class also?
Are these kids graded or have report cards?

Student #1 – I feel dumb asking questions, but I need to
so I will do the right thing; I did the wrong activity.

Student #4 – How much studying is done to be a teacher? Right now
I need to more so I can teach. During DEAR I go to sleep. Reading at
times is boring.
Student #6 – Is it possible to get credit for SL. I am certain I would get
an A; why SL is no longer?

Student #4 – Read books before class; follow the
schedule given; ask Ms. Jones or Ms. Fuqua for help;
never be absent cause the kids miss out; get help and ask
if I forget. I was good and did not get a write up, so I
need to do SL every day so my life would be good.

Student #3 – Can I volunteer at another place like Ingles? Will I get
paid there? Can I work there every day for 1 hour?

Student #6 –I feel that I need to stay longer; the time
goes by too fast and I enjoy these little people, but the
bad kids need to go somewhere; We need a junior Prep.

Student #8 – Why more people don’t help out? Volunteers are need
everywhere in GC. These people are old why don’t they get us to help
out more? Count it as an elective or connections like regular school.

Student #8 –I was absent and had make up in a different
class, so I need to come every day and be on time; this is
like being a real teacher; Fuqua you are never absent.

Student #7 – The same people help out and I hope they don’t get tired
because they bring goodies for us. I will sign up again. Can we

Student #7 – I should have taken notes during the start
of SL, but I thought this was going to be lame, so I
didn’t; I was lost the first day and I read the wrong book
and the Pre-K students knew it and snitched on me to
Ms. Gray.

do SL be for every grade?
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Table 1
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence
______________________________________________________________________________
Research Question #1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education program

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme with Citations: Liked the Experience
Citation 1: Can SL be more days? (Student #5)
Citation 2: Why SL is no longer? (Student #6)
Citation 3: Can I volunteer at another place like Inges? (Student #3)
Citation 4: Count it as an elective or connections like regular school. (Student #8)
Citation 5: Can SL be for every grade? (Student #7)
Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________

Table 2
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence
Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Inquiry of Profession and Role
Citation 1: Curious how much teachers get paid; what do they do in meeting? Do they have to
go? Can they send bad kids home? (Student #5)
Citation 2: How do teachers get their job? Were they good students in school? If not, can they
still be a teacher? Do they make lots of money? (Student #2)
Citation 3: How much studying is done to be a teacher? (Student #4)
Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
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Table 3
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence

Research Question #1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Time Management/Follow Protocol
Citation 1: Ignore the whining kids and read the story to kids listening; place kids in timeout;
follow the rule. (Student #5)
Citation 2: Be on time, but I have a hard time getting up; it would be nice if I stayed longer at
Pre-K and help them more. I would be happy when I get rid of my ankle monitor cause it beeps
sometimes. I need to charge it and go to bed earlier. I am a student teacher now, check please.
(Student #2)
Citation 3: I feel dumb asking questions, but I need to do so I will do the right thing. (Student
#1)
Citation 4: Read books before class; follow the schedule given; ask Ms. Jones or Ms. Fuqua for
help; never be absent cause the kids miss out. (Student #4)
Citation 5: I was absent and had to make up in a different class, so I need to come every day and
be on time; this is like being a real teacher; Fuqua you are never absent. (Student #8)

Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 2
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Journal Reflections – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an
alternative education program?

The most important
event that happened for
me today was…

Participants: 8 Students

Student #5 – Getting my own table to my center and I decorated it my way. I like
having a place like a teacher. I’m so important now.
Student #2 – People made me happy cause they were proud of me especially my
old teacher. This was a good thing for me.
Student #1 – I finally did the activity without screwing up or looking stupid. I like
being on point.
Student #4 – I came in the room and all these children gave me a hug, I felt so
special.
Student #6 – My picture was in the newspaper reading to my group of Pre-K kids.
Everyone was giving me dap and I was blown away.
Student #3 – All the children really want me to stay all day and Kia grabbed my
hand and would not let go. It was cute.
Student #8 – This was my last day of being on probation. Hell yeah! I am not
going to screw up especially during SL.
Student #7- I was surprised how other people appreciate my help and I’m glad to
help out cause they need more teachers and volunteers. I enjoy SL.
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Table 4
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence
Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Feeling Good and Gaining Confidence
Citation #1: Getting my own table to my center and I decorated it my way. I like having a place like a
teacher. I’m so important now. (Student #5)
Citation #2: People made me happy cause they were proud of me especially my old teacher. This was a
good thing for me. (Student #2)
Citation #3: I finally did the activity without screwing up or looking stupid. I like being on point.
(Student #1)
Citation #4: I came in the room and all these children gave me a hug, I felt so special. (Student #4)
Citation #5: My picture was in the newspaper reading to my group of Pre-K kids. Everyone was giving
me dap and I was blown away. (Student #6)
Citation #6: All the children really want me to stay all day and Kia grabbed my hand and would not let
go. It was cute. (Student #3)
Citation #7: This was my last day of being on probation. Hell yeah! I am not going to screw up especially
during SL. (Student #8)
Citation #8: I was surprised how other people appreciate my help and I’m glad to help out cause they
need more teachers and volunteers. I enjoy SL. (Student #7)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 3
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Journal Reflections – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
student’s learning attitude in
an alternative education
program?

Thinking back over
the day what I valued
the most was…

Participants: 7 Students Responded
Student #4 – Not getting into a fight or argument, I was straight the whole time.
Student #1: The teachers really needed me to help with activities and missed me
when I was not there.
Student #5 – When the other teacher was absent I was asked to cover her students.
Now I cover for other teachers. They need me. I feel like a teacher.
Student #6 – Mrs. Jones asked me to help with the Pre-K program next Thursday.
Since I’m good with the kids I was asked to help.
Student #2- I valued being able to help kids learn how to read. Reading is
important and I know that myself.
Student# 8 – Fuqua asked me to go the 3yr old classroom to help. I was happy to
go and teach.
Student #7- My assigned classroom teacher really depend on me for help and I
like doing this teaching stuff and will sign up again. I feel important.
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Table 5
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence

Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Valued Being Needed/Useful
Citation #1: The teachers really needed me to help with activities and missed me when I was not there.
(Student #1)
Citation #2: When the other teacher was absent I was asked to cover her students. Now I cover for other
teachers. They need me. I feel like a teacher. (Student #5)
Citation #3: Mrs. Jones asked me to help with the Pre-K program next Thursday. Since I’m good with
the kids I was asked to help. (Student #6)
Citation #4: I valued being able to help kids learn how to read. Reading is important and I know that
myself. (Student #2)
Citation #5: Fuqua asked me to go the 3yr old classroom to help. I was happy to go and teach. (Student
#8)
Citation #6: My assigned classroom teacher really depend on me for help and I like doing this teaching
stuff and will sign up again. I feel important. (Student #7)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 4
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an
alternative education program?

How did your class
assignments prepare
you for your service
learning activity?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Like odyssey ware class work, things have to be did in order and you can’t skip over stuff to
finish quicker. You have to follow directions and use notes just like in the class room work we do. Centers
need to be done right for kids to learn.
Student #2 – My subjects helped me understand how to teach the kids and break things down so they learn.
Those long passages I had to sum up on my own helped me a bunch. I had my group tell me about the story.
Learning is important.
Student #1- So many times I do not read and get the questions wrong. I need to be a good student and read
so I know stuff better and I can pass my classes then I can help others. I will do better this semester.
Student #4 – I would take notes and read them and I had to do the same for SL and get ready before each
class. This will help me with a real job.
Student #6 - I actually did homework and had my centers done. OW classes have homework that helped me
on the lessons. Knowing the setting and characters of a book was in my ELA lesson on OW. I taught pre-k
the same thing as their teacher. ELA helped me be a teacher.
Student #3- Odyssey ware had all those passages to read which helped me to read good out loud. It was good
practice reading.
Student #8 – My assignments made me prepare for each lesson and I did the same with pre-k activity.
Student #7 – With Odyssey ware finishing my lessons made me focus because you see your percent go up and
I was happy just like doing centers with the children and moving to the next letter because they got it.
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Table 6
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence

Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Valued/ Appreciated Classroom Lessons
Citation 1: Like odyssey ware class work, things have to be did in order and you can’t skip over
stuff to finish quicker. You have to follow directions and use notes just like in the class room
work we do. Centers need to be done right for kids to learn. (Student #5)
Citation 2: My subjects helped me understand how to teach the kids and break things down so
they learn. Those long passages I had to sum up on my own helped me a bunch. I had my group
tell me about the story. Learning is important. (Student #2)
Citation 3: So many times I do not read and get the questions wrong. I need to be a good student
and read so I know stuff better and I can pass my classes then I can help others. I will do better
this semester. (Student #1)
Citation 4: I would take notes and read them and I had to do the same for SL and get ready
before each class. This will help me with a real job. (Student #4)
Citation #5: I actually did homework and had my centers done. OW classes have homework that
helped me on the lessons. Knowing the setting and characters of a book was in my ELA lesson on
OW. I taught pre-k the same thing as their teacher. ELA helped me be a teacher. (Student #6)
Citation #6: Odyssey ware had all those passages to read which helped me to read good out
loud. It was good practice reading. (Student #3)
Citation #7: – My assignments made me prepare for each lesson and I did the same with pre-k
activity. (Student #8)
Citation #8: –With Odyssey ware finishing my lessons made me focus because you see your
percent go up and I was happy just like doing centers with the children and moving to the next
letter because they got it. (Student #7)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 5
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in
an alternative education
program?

Something that
changed your
learning attitude?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- It pays to be nice and respectful and other people will be happy to help you even if they don’t know you
and they give you free stuff. This made me feel good.
Student #2 – Teachers have a tough job and I feel bad for them and I need to stop acting crazy be good so I can learn
and get a good job.
Student #1- Cause I was lazy in class at Prep I had difficulty reading to the pre-k kids and I’m in high school which
did not help me, so I got to be a good student too. I never want to feel dumb again. Next time I will be fly with my
mad reading skills. Miss Fuqua I mean good at reading.
Student #4–I was always scared or embarrassed to ask for help and this was a big problem. I need to learn to get help
to help others. Asking questions doesn’t make you stupid. You are stupid because you didn’t raise your hand for help.
Student #6 – I had to be responsible for my lessons and for the activities for SL so I didn’t stay on my cell phone late
at night and I got my class stuff done with Fuqua and then did my center activity for pre-k. After the first week I
always was prepared. I didn’t want to look stupid in front of children.
Student #3-Being around little children was hard work. It was not easy trying to teach others when they are bad. Now
I see why many teachers leave our school. I need to stop being one of the bad kids and maybe teachers will stay. I
hope Fuqua will stay especially for us who are at Prep. Now I see why I was sent to Prep cause I was one of these kids
who disturb the class. I thought my teacher hated me. She was tired of me being mean to her and acting a fool.
Student #8 – All white people are not mean or bad. The old lady from the ATLAS was helping me with the kids in my
group. She even gave us cupcakes and free books. I really like her and she was nice to all of us. We need more people
to volunteer in GC because the same ones do it all the time and they are old.
Student #7- When you are bad people usually folks don’t want you to be with you. I was at Prep and the minister guy
thanked me for reading to the kids and when Fuqua told us that this was our last week of SL, this man gave me a gift.
He did not treat me like I was bad. I showed him my good side which helped me.
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Table 7
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrence

Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Positive Learning Attitudes through Self Experience
Citation #1: Teachers have a tough job and I feel bad for them and I need to stop acting crazy be good so
I can learn and get a good job. (Student #2)
Citation #2: Because I was lazy in class at Prep I had difficulty reading to the pre-k kids and I’m in high
school which did not help me, so I got to be a good student too. I never want to feel dumb again. Next
time I will be fly with my mad reading skills. Miss Fuqua I mean good at reading. (Student #1)
Citation #3: I was always scared or embarrassed to ask for help and this was a big problem. I need to
learn to get help to help others. Asking questions doesn’t make you stupid. You are stupid because you
didn’t raise your hand for help. (Student #4)
Citation #4: Being around little children was hard work. It was not easy trying to teach others when they
are bad. Now I see why many teachers leave our school. I need to stop being one of the bad kids and
maybe teachers will stay. I hope Fuqua will stay especially for us who are at Prep. Now I see why I was
sent to Prep cause I was one of these kids who disturb the class. I thought my teacher hated me. She was
tired of me being mean to her and acting a fool. (Student #3)
Citation #5- I had to be responsible for my lessons and for the activities for SL so I didn’t stay on my cell
phone late at night and I got my class stuff done with Fuqua and then did my center activity for pre-k.
After the first week I always was prepared. I didn’t want to look stupid in front of the children. (Student
#6)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 6
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Post Questionnaire – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in
an alternative education
program?

What are the best
things you discovered
about your
community?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- The folks are really nice. The lady from the
chamber paid for kids to go to the zoo. She would always smile
and say hello to me.
Student #1- Community folks are friendly. Some make sure we
have our school supplies and help in classrooms like I do in SL.
Student #6- A total stranger gave me books to read to my group
of students how nice. She wants to help us all learn.
Student #2- People in town really care about us.
Student #7- They love to volunteer all the time. The lady form
ATLAS do it every day.
Student #4- Ingles gave cupcakes to each Pre-k class at CBJ.
Student #3- They really help people that don’t know. They give
paper and pencils to every school and pay for it.
Student #8- We have people in town who do lots of good things
for our schools.
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Table 8
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Realization of a Kind, Supportive and Generous Community

Citation #1: The folks are really nice. The lady from the chamber paid for kids to go to the zoo.
She would always smile and say hello to me. (Student #5)
Citation #2: Community folks are friendly. Some make sure we have our school supplies and
help in classrooms like I do in SL. (Student #1)
Citation #3: A total stranger gave me books to read to my group of students how nice. She wants
to help us all learn. (Student #6)
Citation #4: People in town really care about us. (Student #2)
Citation #5: They love to volunteer all the time. The lady from ATLAS do it every day. (Student
#7)
Citation #6: Ingles gave cupcakes to each Pre-k class at CBJ. (Student #4)
Citation #7: They really help people that don’t know. They give paper and pencils to every
school and pay for it. (Student #3)
Citation #8: We have people in town who do lots of good things for our schools. (Student #8)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 7
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Post Questionnaire – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Attitude)

How do students perceive
that service learning
influences students’ learning
attitude in an alternative
education program?

What were the
benefits of
participating in
the service
learning activity?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- No one was cussed out and I followed the rules and I was not kicked out of
SL. I thought about others and not just me like before, so I was straight while teaching.
Student #1- I learned how to be responsible and make sure the kids had everything to learn
because they really need help.
Student #6- This helped me do the right things and I wanted to help Pre-k children out.
Student #2- During SL I did not get in any trouble and I did like helping these little kids.
Student #7- I was able to help kids learn.
Student #4- Getting out of the classroom and help others with school work. It was cool.
Student #3- I was another teacher to help out in the classroom.
Student #8- Doing SL allowed me to teach kids how to read and count so they can go to
the next grade.
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Table 9
Learning Attitude: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 1

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning attitude in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Enjoyed Opportunity to Help Others Learn
Citation #1: No one was cussed out and I followed the rules and I was not kicked out of SL. I
thought about others and not just me like before, so I was straight while teaching. (Student #5)
Citation #2: I learned how to be responsible and make sure the kids had everything to learn
because they really need help. (Student #1)
Citation #3: This helped me do the right things and I wanted to help Pre-k children out. (Student
#6)
Citation #4: During SL I did not get in any trouble and I did like helping these little kids.
(Student #2)
Citation #5: I was able to help kids learn. (Student #7)
Citation #6: Getting out of the classroom and help others with school work. It was cool.
(Student #4)
Citation #7: I was another teacher to help out in the classroom. (Student #3)
Citation #8: Doing SL allowed me to teach kids how to read and count so they can go to the next
grade. (Student #8)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8 student responses
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 8
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)

How do students
perceive that
service learning
influences students’
learning behaviors
in an alternative
education program?

How did you
feel before,
during and
after service at
your particular
site?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Seriously, Ms. Fuqua before I was so nervous and scared about how I’m going to teach these children.
When I started it was fine because I was the teacher and they did what I said. It was cool because I had all my books and
activities ready to teach. I really enjoyed doing this. I’m confident now and want to continue doing this.
Student #2 – First, I thought I was just going to babysit children and be stuck with them when the teacher left the
classroom. It was straight to be a teacher and have my own group of kids. I want to do more teaching soon. I did okay
with the little buggers.
Student #1 –Scary! I could not see me teaching somebody. I don’t do good in the classroom myself. It worked out real
good and I had fun with these pre-k students. Now they call me Mr. --the other teacher. I get RESPECT.
Student #4 – In the beginning when I found out that we would be doing SL, I thought it would be boring. A waste of
time. Dealing with crybabies. I learned a lot from SL and it helped me keep out of trouble. I’m happy for that. I will sign
up again for sure.
Student #6 – I was happy to get out of class and not do work. SL was just like learning since I had to read and count
with the students. We did a lot of things. It was alright.
Student #3 – Oh no work with pre-k what a mess this going be. I was like an adult and that was nice because all the
children listened to me and I felt grown.
Student #8 – Honestly, Ms. Fuqua I thought you lost your mind, what can I do with these little kids and I have a hard
time with reading stuff. Funny how the kids and me did alright. Shoot I was reading books and acing like different
animals, with sounds and sh—t. I want to go back to pre-k like today bruh!
Student #7 – I thought what the world, me helping babies is not a going work. I might yell and want to hit one of them
bad children. It’s funny how I had so much fun and I did a lot with these kids and I didn’t freak out. Please let us do it
again.
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Table 10
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

.
Research Question # 2 How do students perceive that service learning influences students’
learning behaviors in an alternative education program?
______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Gaining Confidence
Citation 1: Seriously, Ms. Fuqua before I was so nervous and scared about how I’m going to
teach these children. When I started it was fine because I was the teacher and they did what I
said. It was cool because I had all my books and activities ready to teach. I really enjoyed doing
this. I’m confident now and want to continue doing this. (Student #5)
Citation 2: First, I thought I was just going to babysit children and be stuck with them when the
teacher left the classroom. It was straight to be a teacher and have my own group of kids. I want
to do more teaching soon. I did okay with the little buggers. (Student #2)
Citation 3: Scary! I could not see me teaching somebody. I don’t do good in the classroom
myself. It worked out real good and I had fun with these pre-k students. Now they call me Mr. -the other teacher. I get RESPECT. (Student #1)
Citation 4: In the beginning when I found out that we would be doing SL, I thought it would be
boring. A waste of time. Dealing with crybabies. I learned a lot from SL and it helped me keep
out of trouble. I’m happy for that. I will sign up again for sure. (Student #4)

Citation 5: Oh no work with pre-k what a mess this going be. I was like an adult and that was
nice because all the children listened to me and I felt grown. (Student #3)
Citation 6: Honestly, Ms. Fuqua I thought you lost your mind, what can I do with these little
kids and I have a hard time with reading stuff. Funny how the kids and me did alright. Shoot I
was reading books and acing like different animals, with sounds and sh—t. I want to go back to
pre-k like today bruh! (Student #8)
Citation 7: – I thought what the world, me helping babies is not a going work. I might yell and
want to hit one of them bad children. It’s funny how I had so much fun and I did a lot with these
kids and I didn’t freak out. Please let us do it again. (Student #7).
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses
___________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 9
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning behavior in
alternative education

program?

What advice
would you have
for other
students who
choose to
participate in
service learning?
Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Sign up for SL because it is fun, but they need to practice good manners and be a role model
and not lose their temper with kids or adults who may be rude.
Student #2 – Honestly it is not easy breezy; you have to change from doing wrong to being right all the time,
but you get out of the classroom; make sure you do your homework or you will be lost. Please be on time
every day.
Student #1- SL will make them see the reason they need to pay attention in class and stop acting a fool.
People like nice students and don’t want to teach bad ones.
Student #4 - First do not be like me and don’t read or write much because you will look like a big fool in
front of these kids. Read more and ask for extra help. No need to act all hard because you don’t know how to
do something. Teachers will help and cover for you. I realize I need help and stop being a—hole and getting
in trouble. That’s want I would say.
Student #6 – Well first it is cool to get out of class and no dealing with the drama in the classroom. But, SL
make you feel like a grownup who is the leader of the little kids.
Student #3 –Take notes and follow the schedule and just be a role model to the students who will one day be
in high school like us.
Student #8 –Let others see how referrals don’t make you terrible for life and we all make bad choices, so
start making good choices and SL will help put you in check.
Student #7 - – People are always watching us students and want us to do good, but I know that I need to
change my ways and become better. Definitely my bad attitude. Being polite is always good, but at sometimes
hard to do. Ms. Fuqua you say all the time be the better one. True that!
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Table 11
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Build Confidence Realization of Needed Personal Change
Citation 1: Sign up for SL because it is fun, but they need to practice good manners and be a
role model and not lose their temper with kids or adults who may be rude. (Student #5)
Citation 2: Student #2 – You have to change from doing wrong to being right all the time.
(Student #2)
Citation 3: SL will make them see the reason they need to pay attention in class and stop acting
a fool. (Student #1)
Citation 4: I realize I need help and stop being an a—hole and getting in trouble. (Student #4)
Citation 5: Just be a role model to the students who will one day be in high school like us.
(Student #3)
Citation 6: Let others see how referrals don’t make you terrible for life and we all make bad
choices, so start making good choices and SL will help put you in check. (Student #8)
Citation 7: People are always watching us students and want us to do good, but I know that I
need to change my ways and become better. Definitely my bad attitude. Being polite is always
good, but at sometimes hard to do. Ms. Fuqua you say all the time be the better one. True that!
(Student #7)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 10
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Journal Reflections – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)

How students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning behavior in an
alternative education program?

I hope I can learn
to…

Participants: 5 Students Responded
Student #7 - I hope I can learn to be on time and organized like here at
Prep. I did have all my stuff ready to teach the children.
Student #4 - I hope I can learn to write things down to remind me what
to do and I need to learn to do this in regular school so I won’t forget.
Student #1 – SL helped me learn to get things ready the next day and I
need to do the same in Prep so I see all courses I need to finish and how
many credits I have. I will use my agenda to list projects.
Student #5- I sure hope that I learn to be cool and use manners all the
time especially at Prep. I did not get not one referral.
Student #2 – I hope to read first and getting ready before class from here
on. This helped.
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Table 12
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Understanding the Importance of Organizing and being Prepared
Citation #1: I hope I can learn to be on time and organized like here at Prep. I did have all my
stuff ready to teach the children. (Student #7)
Citation #2: I hope I can learn to write things down to remind me what to do and I need to learn
to do this in regular school so I won’t forget. (Student #4)
Citation #3: SL helped me learn to get things ready the next day and I need to do the same in
Prep so I see all courses I need to finish and how many credits I have. I will use my agenda to
list projects. (Student #1)
Citation #4: I sure hope that I learn to be cool and use manners all the time especially at Prep.
I did not get not one referral. (Student #5)
Citation #5: I hope to read first and getting ready before class from here on. This helped.
(Student #2)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 5student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 11
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Journal Reflections – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)

How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ learning
behavior in an alternative education
program?

I have to think
more deeply
about…

Participants: 8 Students
Student #2- I seriously need to start deeply looking at a CTAE pathway and pass the
courses so I can walk next year. I can’t wait to get my own paycheck.
Student #7 – I have to think more deeply about first graduating and then what I’m going
do like what job can I do.
Student #5- I need to deeply think about getting a job. I am almost 18.
Student #1- I have to think deeply about not getting back on probation and graduate.
Maybe go into the army or something.
Student #4 – Deeply I need to think about doing Foothills so I can get caught up. I can
work in the morning and go to school at night.
Student #8 - I have to think more deeply about my anger problem and start doing my
work and get out of Greene County so I won’t get in trouble.
Student #3 – Think about how to graduate and looking to work somewhere. I would like
to work at the hospital like my auntie.
Student #6 - To think about what career I want and do the things to get it. Then I need to
pass my classes to go to the next grade and get out of Prep.
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Table 13
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Reflecting on Educational/Future Goals
Citation #1: I seriously need to start deeply looking at a CTAE pathway and pass the courses so
I can walk next year. I can’t wait to get my own paycheck. (Student #2)
Citation #2: I have to think more deeply about first graduating and then what I’m going do like
what job can I do. (Student #7)
Citation #3: I need to deeply think about getting a job. I am almost 18. (Student #5)
Citation #4: I have to think deeply about not getting back on probation and graduate. Maybe go
into the army or something. (Student #1)
Citation #5: Deeply I need to think about doing Foothills so I can get caught up. I can work in
the morning and go to school at night. (Student #4)
Citation #6; I have to think more deeply about my anger problem and start doing my work and
get out of Greene County so I won’t get in trouble. (Student #8)
Citation #7: Think about how to graduate and looking to work somewhere. I would like to work
at the hospital like my auntie. (Student #3)
Citation #8: To think about what career I want and do the things to get it. Then I need to pass
my classes to go to the next grade and get out of Prep. (Student #6)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 12
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)
How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning behavior in an
alternative education program?

Do you believe this
activity is relevant to
your future? Explain
how.

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Yes, cause SL had me thinking what will I do when I leave GCHS and be on my own. I got
to get a pathway and take classes for it and stop all the drama cause I’m about to be grown.
Student #2 – I wondered what I would need to do to be a teacher. I know I can’t work at Mc Donald’s if
I don’t graduate.
Student #1 –I believe so it made me think no education means no good job or a lousy one like my mom
who cleans houses. There’s no way I’m doing that.
Student #4 – Well I started writing down what I want to be a counselor or own a hair salon, but first I
need to stop fighting and get good grades. I hope to go to Foothills to catch up with my classes.
Student #6 – Even if I have good grades no one will want to be bothered with a rude person so I need to
continue having good grades but drop the bull crap.
Student #3 – Yeah, my future looks shaky but I can switch up and start coming to school and do my
work. My PO said that my chances will run out and I will be gone.
Student #8 – Doing SL showed me that I need to learn a bunch of things in life cause I need to graduate
and get paid.
Student #7 – Seriously I’m trying to see how to graduate on time and leave all the jerks alone who
caused me to lose it and go off. I not sure if I want to teach kids this small. They cry too much for me.
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Table 14
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Taking More Serious Action in Learning
Citation #1: Yes, cause SL had me thinking what will I do when I leave GCHS and be on my
own. I got to get a pathway and take classes for it and stop all the drama cause I’m about to be
grown. (Student #5)
Citation #2: I wondered what I would need to do to be a teacher. I know I can’t work at Mc
Donald’s if I don’t graduate. (Student #2)
Citation #3: Student #1 –I believe so it made me think no education means no good job or a
lousy one like my mom who cleans houses. There’s no way I’m doing that.
(Student #1)
Citation #4: Student #4 – Well I started writing down what I want to be a counselor or own a
hair salon, but first I need to stop fighting and get good grades. I hope to go to Foothills to catch
up with my classes. (Student #4)
Citation #5: Yeah, my future looks shaky but I can switch up and start coming to school and do
my work. My PO said that my chances will run out and I will be gone. (Student #3)
Citation #6: Doing SL showed me that I need to learn a bunch of things in life cause I need to
graduate and get paid. (Student #8)
Citation #7: Seriously I’m trying to see how to graduate on time and leave all the jerks alone
who caused me to lose it and go off. I not sure if I want to teach kids this small. They cry too
much for me. (Student #7)
___________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 13
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)
How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning behavior in an
alternative education program?

What new skills have
you learned since
beginning your
service learning?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Many times I had to work with another center, different kids and figure what the heck to do, so I didn’t
feel stupid. I looked at all centers and saw what to do.
Student #2 – Always follow the schedule, but be ready to switch up cause pre-k had so many things going on so I had
two activities just in case.
Student #1 – I was always late and rushing through and kids were acting up, so I changed with L--- who did her SL
at 10:00. I need a night job cause I hate getting up early.
Student #4 – At times I felt bad for the punishing these babies, but this one kid kept spitting so I just didn’t pay him
any attention then finally I put him in timeout and the joker stop spitting on people. I would say want to go to timeout
and he said no and that was the end. I was like a mother who wasn’t playing I was dead serious and he knew what
time it was. Always use the rules teacher use.
Student #6 – I followed the schedule every time so I was ready to teach the activity of the day, cause one day I did not
look at the schedule and was lost. It was real crazy and the kids didn’t help.
Student #3 – People treat me different when I act like I have common sense. I’m just saying I guess they think I’m
smart or something.
Student #8 - I learned to ignore the children especially when wearing my ankle monitor and kids asking about it, I
ignored them and that was that. They are very nosy and see everything.
Student #7 – At first reading out loud was a problem, but I took the book home with me to read the next day. I read
those baby books each night.
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Table 15
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Learning to Solve Problems
Citation #1: Many times I had to work with another center, different kids and figure what the
heck to do, so I didn’t feel stupid. I looked at all centers and saw what to do. (Student #5)
Citation #2: Always follow the schedule, but be ready to switch up cause pre-k had so many
things going on so I had two activities just in case. (Student #2)
Citation #3: I was always late and rushing through and kids were acting up, so I changed with
L--- who did her SL at 10:00. I need a night job cause I hate getting up early. (Student #1)
Citation #4: At times I felt bad for the punishing these babies, but this one kid kept spitting so I
just didn’t pay him any attention then finally I put him in timeout and the joker stop spitting on
people. I would say want to go to timeout and he said no and that was the end. I was like a
mother who wasn’t playing I was dead serious and he knew what time it was. Always use the
rules teacher use.
(Student #4)
Citation #5: I followed the schedule every time so I was ready to teach the activity of the day,
cause one day I did not look at the schedule and was lost. It was real crazy and the kids didn’t
help. (Student #6)
Citation #6: I learned to ignore the children especially when wearing my ankle monitor and kids
asking about it, I ignored them and that was that. They are very nosy and see everything.
(Student #8)
Citation #7: At first reading out loud was a problem, but I took the book home with me to read
the next day. I read those baby books each night. (Student #7)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 14
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Post Questionnaire – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)

How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ learning behavior in an
alternative education program?

Would you recommend a
service learning activity to
your peers? Why or why
not?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- Oh yeah, you get a break from being in class, but you get to see how teachers teach
kids and get all this stuff together to help them learn. This was the real deal man.
Student #1- Yes, this is good experience so sign up and see what a teachers’ job is like. Then
you can decide if you will be one.
Student #6- I would tell them to sign up and they will see the real world for sure. Then you will
be serious about doing your assignments in class and not goofing off.
Student #2- I tell my friends that you will be treated like an adult. So, don’t think you can loud
and crazy acting. SL gets you ready for real life.
Student #7- Sign up for SL so you can you get out of class and have fun with kids.
Student #4- Not being in the classroom was cool, but you learned how to do a real job which
was a good thing.
Student #3- Sure, cause they can decide on a future job and make sure they are passing classes.
Student #8- Yeah, then they will see how important school is and won’t be getting in trouble,
but listening to Ms. Fuqua.
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Table 16
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Experienced Real-World Learning Through Service
Citation #1: Oh yeah, you get a break from being in class, but you get to see how teachers teach
kids and get all this stuff together to help them learn. This was the real deal man. (Student #5)
Citation #2: Yes, this is good experience so sign up and see what a teachers’ job is like. Then
you can decide if you will be one. (Student #1)
Citation #3: I would tell them to sign up and they will see the real world for sure. Then you will
be serious about doing your assignments in class and not goofing off. (Student #6)
Citation #4: I tell my friends that you will be treated like an adult. So, don’t think you can be
loud and crazy acting. SL gets you ready for real life. (Student #2)
Citation #5: Sign up for SL so you can you get out of class and have fun with kids. (Student #7)
Citation #6: Not being in the classroom was cool, but you learned how to do a real job which
was a good thing. (Student #4)
Citation #7: Sure, cause they can decide on a future job and make sure they are passing classes.
(Student #3)
Citation #8: Yeah, then they will see how important school is and won’t be getting in trouble,
but listening to Ms. Fuqua. (Student #8)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 8 out of 8student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 15
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Post Questionnaire – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Learning Behavior)
How do students perceive that
service learning influences students’
learning behavior in an alternative
education program?

Do you believe this activity
is relevant to your future?
Explain how.

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- Well, I really start thinking, I can’t even work at Mc Donald if I don’t graduate. I need to get
my shit together like now. Sorry Fuqua I’m just being real right now.
Student #1- SL showed me that I need to learn a bunch of things in life so I can get a job and my own place.
First, get off of probation and not get knocked up. Stop disrespecting people like my grandma and teachers
since I know they trying to help me.
Student #6- Yes, cause no education means no good job or a lousy one. I aint going be able to make money
to get what I want like a car or a house.
Student #2- Man it’s time for me to do better or I will be a bum like my father and go to jail for stupid shit.
Student #7- Yeah in the future I will see a lot of people and we students need to know how to deal with all
people in the world. I’m not gonna be around black people all my life, so I need to learn to be around
anybody.
Student #4- As I get older using common sense is important when working and I learned to think out stuff.
Lately I was thinking about my future job after doing SL.
Student #3- It wasn’t funny not being able to read good and I could not help others and me. My bad
behavior has really messed me up and while at Pre-k I was cool with everyone, so I need to change or my
future is screwed.
Student #8- I know that being on probation stop me from doing things like working a job because I had to
check in all the time with my PO no matter what where I was at. So when I get a real job I plan to never be
on probation again ever.
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Table 17
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Self-Evaluation of Future Outlook
Citation #1: Well, I really start thinking, I can’t even work at Mc Donald if I don’t graduate. I need to
get my shit together like now. Sorry Fuqua I’m just being real right now. (Student #5)

Citation #2: SL showed me that I need to learn a bunch of things in life so I can get a job and my own
place. First, get off of probation and not get knocked up. Stop disrespecting people like my grandma and
teachers since I know they trying to help me. (Student #1)

Citation #3: Yes, cause no education means no good job or a lousy one. I aint going be able to make
money to get what I want like a car or a house. (Student #6)

Citation #4: Man it’s time for me to do better or I will be a bum like my father and go to jail for stupid
shit. (Student #2)

Citation #5: As I get older using common sense is important when working and I learned to think out
stuff. Lately I was thinking about my future job after doing SL. (Student #4)

Citation #6: It wasn’t funny not being able to read good and I could not help others and me. My bad
behavior has really messed me up and while at Pre-k I was cool with everyone, so I need to change or my
future is screwed. (Student #3)

Citation #7: I know that being on probation stop me from doing things like working a job because I had
to check in all the time with my PO no matter what where I was at. So when I get a real job I plan to
never be on probation again ever. (Student #8)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Table 18
Learning Behavior: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 2

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ learning behaviors in an alternative education
program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Self-Control/Management
Citation 1: – I helped at the front desk by answering the phone, so I answer saying good morning
can I help you and the parent was mad and yelling, I put her on hold and got Ms. Jones. I did not
want to cuss her out cause then I would be written up. I was nice, but that made me mad.
(Student #5)
Citation 2: – My little cousin saw me and ran to me. I had to politely tell CJ to walk and not run.
He told me shut up big head and I just walked him to his class without popping him. (Student #1)
Citation 3: When teaching some of these bad kids I had to make sure that I was nice and not yell
or roll my eyes. I would tell them to please sit down and listen or trace the letter real nicely with
a smile. (Student #8)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 16
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Social Skills)

How do students perceive
that service learning
influences students’
social skills in alternative
education program?

Tell about an
interaction you
experienced while
participating in
service learning.

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – I helped at the front desk by answering the phone, so I answer saying good morning
can I help you and the parent was mad and yelling, I put her on hold and got Ms. Jones. I did not
want to cuss her out cause then I would be written up. I was nice, but that made me mad.
Student #2 – At the PTA I greeted parents with a smile and helped them sign-in and I saw Ms.
Boyd my 3rd grade teacher and she made me smile because she gave a hug and said look at Miss
_____.
Student #1 – My little cousin saw me and ran to me. I had to politely tell CJ to walk and not run.
He told me shut up big head and I just walked him to his class without popping him.
Student #4- Today I helped Mr. __ the janitor set up tables and he said that I should not be in Prep
cause he knew I was a good kid cause he know my people in town and I believed him.
Student #6 – I worked with the puppet lady and I talked proper not ghetto so the kids would know
how to be respected when they get older.
Student #3 – A volunteer lady helped me at my center and I made sure students said please and
thank you and share big red Clifford with the next person. They listened to me and I gave them all
a sticker. The lady said I will make a great teacher one day. I hope she was just saying it.
Student #8 – When teaching some of these bad kids I had to make sure that I was nice and not yell
or roll my eyes. I would tell them to please sit down and listen or trace the letter real nicely with a
smile. After 20 times they would act good.
Student #7 – When talking in front of people and in their face I remembered to look them in the
eye and open my mouth and not be a bobble head. I want them to see I have home training, mainly
the white ones who visit the classes. Fuqua you keep saying use universal language so all know
what I’m talking about.
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Diagram 17
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Social Skills)

How do students
perceive that service
learning influences
students’ social skills
in alternative
education program?

What advice would
you have for other
students who choose
to participate in
service learning?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Sign up for SL because it is fun, but they need to practice good manners and be a
role model and not lose their temper with kids or adults who may be rude.
Student #2 – Honestly it is not easy breezy; you have to change from doing wrong to being right
all the time, but you get out of the classroom; make sure you do your homework or you will be
lost. Please be on time every day.
Student #1- SL will make them see the reason they need to pay attention in class and stop acting
a fool. People like nice students and don’t want to teach bad ones.
Student #4 - First do not be like me and don’t read or write much because you will look like a
big fool in front of these kids. Read more and ask for extra help. No need to act all hard because
you don’t know how to do something. Teachers will help and cover for you. I realize I need help
and stop being an a—hole and getting in trouble. That’s want I would say.
Student #6 – Well first it is cool to get out of class and no dealing with the drama in the
classroom. But, SL make you feel like a grownup who is the leader of the little kids.
Student #3 –Take notes and follow the schedule and just be a role model to the students who
will one day be in high school like us.
Student #8 –Let others see how referrals don’t make you terrible for life and we all make bad
choices, so start making good choices and SL will help put you in check.
Student #7 - – People are always watching us students and want us to do good, but I know that I
need to change my ways and become better. Definitely my bad attitude. Being polite is always
good, but at sometimes hard to do. Ms. Fuqua you say all the time be the better one. True that!
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Table 19
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Self-Control/Management
Citation 1: – I helped at the front desk by answering the phone, so I answer saying good morning
can I help you and the parent was mad and yelling, I put her on hold and got Ms. Jones. I did not
want to cuss her out cause then I would be written up. I was nice, but that made me mad.
(Student #5)
Citation 2: – My little cousin saw me and ran to me. I had to politely tell CJ to walk and not run.
He told me shut up big head and I just walked him to his class without popping him. (Student #1)
Citation 3: When teaching some of these bad kids I had to make sure that I was nice and not yell
or roll my eyes. I would tell them to please sit down and listen or trace the letter real nicely with
a smile. (Student #8)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Table 20
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Communication/Soft-Skills
Citation 1: At the PTA I greeted parents with a smile and helped them sign-in and I saw Ms.
Boyd my 3rd grade teacher and she made me smile because she gave a hug and said look at Miss
_____. (Student #2)
Citation 2: – I worked with the puppet lady and I talked proper not ghetto so the kids would
know how to be respected when they get older. (Student #6)
Citation 3: – A volunteer lady helped me at my center and I made sure students said please and
thank you and share big red Clifford with the next person. They listened to me and I gave them
all a sticker. (Student #3)
Citation 4: I would tell them to please sit down and listen or trace the letter real nicely. (Student
#8)
Citation 5: – When talking in front of people and in their face I remembered to look them in the
eye and open my mouth and not be a bobble head. I want them to see I have home training,
mainly the white ones who visit the classes. Fuqua you keep saying use universal language so all
know what I’m talking about. (Student #7)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 18
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Journal Reflections – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Social Skills)

How do students perceive
that service learning
influences student’s social
skills in an alternative
education program?

One of the things
that surprised
me was…

Participants: 6 Students Responded
Student #4 – When things changed, I didn’t freak out. I
had to decide what to do all by myself. No attitude.
Student #1 – I was surprised when I asked for help to
know what to do and not feel dumb.
Student #6 – I thought about cussing this mean lady out
but I knew it would be wrong and I said nothing, Fuqua
would have sent me home for 3 days easily. No SL for me.
Student #2 – I was shocked how I handled the rude little
boy. I followed the rules and it all worked out.
Student #5 – I had the chance to tell a big fat lie, but told
the truth and it was cool.
Student #7 – After a while I liked SL and wanted to stay
longer, but I knew I needed to get my lessons done.
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Table 21
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citation and Frequency of Occurrence

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Demonstrated Positive Behavior
_ Citation #1: When things changed, I didn’t freak out. I had to decide what to do all by myself. No
attitude. (Student #4)

Citation #2: I was surprised when I asked for help to know what to do and not feel dumb. (Student #1)
Citation #3: I thought about cussing this mean lady out but I knew it would be wrong and I said
nothing, Fuqua would have sent me home for 3 days easily. No SL for me. (Student #6)

Citation #4: I was shocked how I handled the rude little boy. I followed the rules and it all worked out.
(Student #2)

Citation #5: I had the chance to tell a big fat lie, but told the truth and it was cool. (Student #5)
Citation #6: Student #7 – After a while I liked SL and wanted to stay longer, but I knew I needed to get
my lessons done. (Student #7)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 6 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 19
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Journal Reflections – Service Learning First 4 ½ week (Social Skills)

How do students perceive
that service learning
influences students’ social
skills in an alternative
education program?

Something I have
found out about
myself…

Participants: 6 Students Responded
Student #2- Something I found out about myself is that I can switch and be
polite when I had to and this went good. Not once did I yell at anyone.
Student #5 – I found myself talking proper and saying thank you and
welcome. This was different for me and it was not fake.
Student #1- Something I learned about me was I smiled and say good
morning to kids and adults, which I would not do unless they said something
first.
Student #7 – Some things I found out was that I was not cussing or jonning
on anyone which is wild.
Student #4 – Something I have found out about myself was I was talking
just like a teacher even when these kids were bad, I was calm when I talked
to them. I was not stressing.
Student #8 – Something I knew about me was that I really did not need to
be rude and say bad things cause I will not go far in life.
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Table 22
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Automatically Used Positive Communication Skills
Citation #1: Something I found out about myself is that I can switch and be polite when I had to
and this went good. Not once did I yell at anyone. (Student #2)
Citation #2: I found myself talking proper and saying thank you and welcome. This was
different for me and it was not fake. (Student #5)
Citation #3: Something I learned about me was I smiled and say good morning to kids and
adults, which I would not do unless they said something first. (Student #1)
Citation #4: Some things I found out was that I was not cussing or jonning on anyone which is
wild. (Student #7)
Citation #5: Something I have found out about myself was I was talking just like a teacher even
when these kids were bad, I was calm when I talked to them. I was not stressing. (Student #4)
Citation #6: Something I knew about me was that I really did not need to be rude and say bad
things cause I will not go far in life. (Student #8)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 6 out of 6 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 20
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Social Skills)
How do students perceive that
service learning influences
students’ social skills in an
alternative education program?

What were the benefits of
participating in the service
learning activity?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – No one was cussed out or hit by me for once. I acted my age and not my shoe size. I was good and
polite to some bad a—children. Oops! My bad I’m just saying I was on point.
Student #2 – Getting out of the classroom was cool and I did what I was supposed to do. I was a role model child
and teachers were pleased at how I acted. I did my best not to go off and act like I had common sense every day.
Student #1 – Man! I was never written up or sent home. I was acting nice and being nice to others and the funny
part I didn’t get mad when the kids were mean to me either. Fuqua you need to let me go to pre-k everyday cause
I will be nice and smiling at everyone even to J---- who is the reason why I am at Prep which was wild.
Student #4 – I was like a grown up and I used my manners and help the little kids learn which was important
cause they need to know things also.
Student #6 – I was in charge of learning for children, so I got everything ready and drop all negative thoughts
out of my head cause these children were a trip. I was on my best behavior.
Student #3 – During SL I was helpful and these people depended on me to help them. I liked that and I enjoyed
seeing people happy cause of me. I felt special.
Student #8 - Doing this stuff helped me act better so I can do more things outside of the classroom would be
good. Mr. P--- now wants me to help at the Boys & Girls club. I can really act right and do right if I’m not around
certain people.
Student #7 – SL is the reason I started doing my classwork and stop slacking off. Volunteering helped me with my
reading and my study habits but mostly just being cool with people in general. Usually if I didn’t know someone I
was nasty towards them and I don’t know was crazy.
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Table 23
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Respect Others and Take Responsibility
Citation #1: – No one was cussed out or hit by me for once. I acted my age and not my shoe
size. I was good and polite to some bad a—children. Oops! My bad I’m just saying I was on
point. (Student #5)
Citation #2: Getting out of the classroom was cool and I did what I was supposed to do. I was a
role model child and teachers were pleased at how I acted. I did my best not to go off and act
like I had common sense every day. (Student #2)
Citation #3: Man! I was never written up or sent home. I was acting nice and being nice to
others and the funny part I didn’t get mad when the kids were mean to me either. Fuqua you
need to let me go to pre-k everyday cause I will be nice and smiling at everyone even to J---- who
is the reason why I am at Prep which was wild. (Student #1)
Citation #4: I was in charge of learning for children, so I got everything ready and drop all
negative thoughts out of my head cause these children were a trip. I was on my best behavior.
(Student #6)
Citation #5: SL is the reason I started doing my classwork and stop slacking off. Volunteering
helped me with my reading and my study habits but mostly just being cool with people in
general. Usually if I didn’t know someone I was nasty towards them and I don’t know was crazy.
(Student #7)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 5 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 21
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Social Skills)

How do students perceive
that service learning
influences students’ social
skills in an alternative
education program?

What new skills have
you learned since
begging your service?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5 – Many times I had to work with another center, different kids and figure what the heck to do, so I didn’t feel
stupid. I looked at all centers and saw what to do.
Student #2 – Always follow the schedule, but be ready to switch up cause pre-k had so many things going on so I had two
activities just in case.
Student #1 – I was always late and rushing through and kids were acting up, so I changed with L--- who did her SL at
10:00. I need a night job cause I hate getting up early.
Student #4 – At times I felt bad for the punishing these babies, but this one kid kept spitting so I just didn’t pay him any
attention then finally I put him in timeout and the joker stop spitting on people. I would say want to go to timeout and he
said no and that was the end. I was like a mother who wasn’t playing I was dead serious and he knew what time it was.
Always use the rules teacher use.
Student #6 – I followed the schedule every time so I was ready to teach the activity of the day, cause one day I did not look
at the schedule and was lost. It was real crazy and the kids didn’t help.
Student #3 – People treat me different when I act like I have common sense. I’m just saying I guess they think I’m smart or
something.
Student #8 - I learned to ignore the children especially when wearing my ankle monitor and kids asking about it, I
ignored them and that was that. They are very nosy and see everything.
Student #7 – At first reading out loud was a problem, but I took the book home with me to read the next day. I read those
baby books each night.
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Table 24
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Learning to Solve Problems
Citation #1: Many times I had to work with another center, different kids and figure what the
heck to do, so I didn’t feel stupid. I looked at all centers and saw what to do. (Student #5)
Citation #2: Always follow the schedule, but be ready to switch up cause pre-k had so many
things going on so I had two activities just in case. (Student #2)
Citation #3: I was always late and rushing through and kids were acting up, so I changed with
L--- who did her SL at 10:00. I need a night job cause I hate getting up early. (Student #1)
Citation #4: At times I felt bad for the punishing these babies, but this one kid kept spitting so I
just didn’t pay him any attention then finally I put him in timeout and the joker stop spitting on
people. I would say want to go to timeout and he said no and that was the end. I was like a
mother who wasn’t playing I was dead serious and he knew what time it was. Always use the
rules teacher use.
(Student #4)
Citation #5: I followed the schedule every time so I was ready to teach the activity of the day,
cause one day I did not look at the schedule and was lost. It was real crazy and the kids didn’t
help. (Student #6)
Citation #6: I learned to ignore the children especially when wearing my ankle monitor and kids
asking about it, I ignored them and that was that. They are very nosy and see everything.
(Student #8)
Citation #7: At first reading out loud was a problem, but I took the book home with me to read
the next day. I read those baby books each night. (Student #7)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 7 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 22
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Focus Group – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Social Skills)
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ social skills
in an alternative education program?

Something that changed
your learning attitude?

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- It pays to be nice and respectful and other people will be happy to help you even if they don’t know you and they give you free
stuff. This made me feel good.
Student #2 – Teachers have a tough job and I feel bad for them and I need to stop acting crazy be good so I can learn and get a good job.
Student #1- Cause I was lazy in class at Prep I had difficulty reading to the pre-k kids and I’m in high school which did not help me, so I got
to be a good student too. I never want to feel dumb again. Next time I will be fly with my mad reading skills. Miss Fuqua I mean good at
reading.
Student #4–I was always scared or embarrassed to ask for help and this was a big problem. I need to learn to get help to help others. Asking
questions doesn’t make you stupid. You are stupid because you didn’t raise your hand for help.
Student #6 – I had to be responsible for my lessons and for the activities for SL so I didn’t stay on my cell phone late at night and I got my
class stuff done with Fuqua and then did my center activity for pre-k. After the first week I always was prepared. I didn’t want to look stupid
in front of children.
Student #3-Being around little children was hard work. It was not easy trying to teach others when they are bad. Now I see why many
teachers leave our school. I need to stop being one of the bad kids and maybe teachers will stay. I hope Fuqua will stay especially for us who
are at Prep. Now I see why I was sent to Prep cause I was one of these kids who disturb the class. I thought my teacher hated me. She was
tired of me being mean to her and acting a fool.
Student #8 – All white people are not mean or bad. The old lady from the ATLAS was helping me with the kids in my group. She even gave us
cupcakes and free books. I really like her and she was nice to all of us. We need more people to volunteer in GC because the same ones do it
all the time and they are old.
Student #7- When you are bad people usually folks don’t want you to be with you. I was at Prep and the minister guy thanked me for reading
to the kids and when Fuqua told us that this was our last week of SL, this man gave me a gift. He did not treat me like I was bad. I showed him
my good side which helped me.
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Table 25
Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Learning Interpersonal Skills
Citation #1: It pays to be nice and respectful and other people will be happy to help you even if
they don’t know you and they give you free stuff. This made me feel good. (Student #5)
Citation #2: All white people are not mean or bad. The old lady from the ATLAS was helping
me with the kids in my group. She even gave us cupcakes and free books. I really like her and she
was nice to all of us. We need more people to volunteer in GC because the same ones do it all the
time and they are old. (Student #8)
Citation #3: When you are bad people usually folks don’t want you to be with you. I was at
Prep and the minister guy thanked me for reading to the kids and when Fuqua told us that this
was our last week of SL, this man gave me a gift. He did not treat me like I was bad. I showed
him my good side which helped me. (Student #7)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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Diagram 23
ATLAS.ti Data Analysis
Post Questionnaire – Service Learning Second 4 ½ week (Social Skills)
How do students perceive that service
learning influences students’ social skills
in an alternative education program?

Identify two or more areas where
you feel you could have used
additional guidance and learning in
order to be more effective.

Participants: 8 Students
Student #5- Being shy and afraid of speaking in front of strangers was crazy because I am such a tough person, but
I needed help being in front and stumbling over words it was messed up.
Student #1- I was rushed and trying to get my center set up before class and doing the wrong activity. Then I was
late too. I needed help to prepare before going to class and being on time.
Student #6- I could have used help with saying hi first and smiling at folks first so they won’t think I’m mean or
bad. And yeah, shaking hands and look them in the eyes like Fuqua said. It felt funny.
Student #2- Some help with doing the activity, like how to begin with teaching the letter and using things in the
room to help. I needed to watch teacher one day and then do my own activity. Use hand signal like Ms. Gray to get
kids to shut up and listen. I kept saying be quite about a million times to shut them up.
Student #7- Always ask teacher questions about my center, but I did not ask because I didn’t want to look stupid. It
would have been nice to have someone to show me how to not to be rude to other rude people because it was hard.
Student #4- It was difficult to help with reading and making kids mind and not go off. I was rolling my eyes which
was not good for the Pre-k children. I was so upset and then I took away their recess. I could have used guidance
with these bad children.
Student #3- I needed help making kids stop being bad and dealing with rude parents. My patience was short and I
just ignored them which was hard.
Student #8- One thing I fear is people thinking I’m not smart so when I needed help with my own center and what
books to read to kids, I just acted like I knew and read the wrong book. I never want to look or feel bad.
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Table 26

Social Skills: Theme(s) with Citations and Frequency of Occurrences

Research Question # 3

How do students perceive that service learning influences
students’ social skills in an alternative education program?

______________________________________________________________________________
Theme(s) with Citations: Self-Evaluation of Social Skill areas that Needed Improvement
Citation #1: It pays to be nice and respectful and other people will be happy to help you even if
they don’t know you and they give you free stuff. This made me feel good. (Student #5)
Citation #2: All white people are not mean or bad. The old lady from the ATLAS was helping
me with the kids in my group. She even gave us cupcakes and free books. I really like her and she
was nice to all of us. We need more people to volunteer in GC because the same ones do it all the
time and they are old. (Student #8)
Citation #3: When you are bad people usually folks don’t want you to be with you. I was at
Prep and the minister guy thanked me for reading to the kids and when Fuqua told us that this
was our last week of SL, this man gave me a gift. He did not treat me like I was bad. I showed
him my good side which helped me. (Student #7)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Frequency of Occurrence: 3 out of 8 student responses
____________________________________________________________________________
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